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HERPICC: The Indiana LTAP LOHUT Report 
FOREWORD 
In its role as provider of technical information to the state's counties and municipalities, the 
Highway Extension and Research Project for Indiana Counties and Cities (HERPICC) makes 
periodic projections of revenue that would result from enactment of a Local Option Highway User 
Tax (LOHUT) by a County Council. [Note: The LOHUT is commonly referred to in the press as 
the Wheel Tax, but that is just one of a LOHUT's two major components.] The projected revenue 
values contained in the report are the product of computer programs developed by HERPICC 
staff members. 
This guide is provided to explain the output generated by the computer programs, and to suggest 
ways in which the results can be adapted to specific LOHUT proposals before a County Council. 
HERPICC neither endorses nor opposes passage of a LOHUT. The revenue projections it 
provides are intended to be an aid to well-informed decision-making on the part of a county's 
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BACKGROUND 
In 1980, the Indiana General Assembly passed legislation (lC 6-3.5-4 and IC 6-3.5-5) authorizing 
any county to adopt a Local Option Highway User Tax (LOHUD. LOHUT is actually two taxes 
that must be adopted at the same time: 
1 . A surtax placed on the vehicle excise tax paid annually at the time of registration by owners 
of automobiles, motorcycles, and trucks in the 11,000 pound weight class or lighter. This excise 
surtax may be either: (A) a rate between 2 and 10 percent of the excise tax values appearing in 
IC 6-3.5-4-7.3(b) or (B) one specific amount between $7.50 and $25.00. If version (A) is used, 
no vehicle subject to the excise tax would be charged a surtax less than $7.50. 
2. A "Wheel Tax" of between $5 and $40 per vehicle placed on all vehicles not subject to the 
Excise Surtax. The Wheel Tax vehicle categories are: 
a. Buses (except church buses) 




f. Trucks over the 11 ,OOO-ib. class 
Each of these Wheel Tax categories above may be further subdivided by the County Council in 
establishing specific Wheel Tax rates, as long as the definitions of Indiana's standard vehicle 
weight classes are not violated. See the Registration Transmittal form in Appendix A at the end 
of this guide for these weight classes. Because it is now possible to register certain vehicles on 
a two- or five-year cycle and the registration fees have been changed, this particular form is now 
obsolete, but it is still the most convenient way to show which vehicles are subject to the excise 
surtax tax (* in Appendix A) and which are subject to the wheel tax (triangle in Appendix A). 
Except for the state license branch's 15 cents per vehicle collection fee, all revenues generated 
by a LOHUT must remain within the county for use on county and local highways and streets. 
GUIDE TO THE OUTPUT 
Estimates of the revenue that could be generated by a LOHUT in any of Indiana's 92 counties in 
1999 are contained in Appendices B through D at the end of this guide. Exhibits B through D in 
Figure 1 (see next page) are excerpts from Appendices B through D for a sample county. 
Howard County was chosen as the sample county because its population, road mileage, and 
vehicle registrations are all fairly close to that of the "average Indiana county". The data used as 
input in this example were: 
1 Population Census figures 
2 Indiana Department of Transportation road and street mileage certification for 1997 
3 Vehicle Registration totals on file at the Bureau of Motor Vehicles at the end of 1998 
4 Vehicle Excise Tax rates now in effect. 
Figure 1. Using a sample county (Howard) as a guide to LOHUT output in Appendices B through D 
Exhibit B 
================================================================================================================== 
county 1998 Excise Tax Vehicles Gross % Veh Net Excise Surtax Collections 







10.0% Fees Surtax 
Surtax (*) <$ 7.50 
with no min. 
($1000) 
with $ 7.50 min. 
($1000) 
================================================================================================================== 



















Net Wheel Tax Revenues from 
$5-Tax $40-Tax Chosen 
============================================================================================ 
34- howard 
Buses (**) 65 325. 10. 20.00 315. 2590. 1290. 
Rec-Veh 1134 5670. 170. 20.00 5500. 45190. 22510. 
Semi-Trail 550 2750. 82. 20.00 2668. 21918. 10918. 
Tractors 154 770. 23. 20.00 747. 6137. 3057. 
Lt. Trail. 6221 31105. 933. 20.00 30172. 247907. 123487. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 260 1300. 39. 20.00 1261. 10361. 5161. 
Trucks (++) 566 2830. 85. 20.00 2745. 22555. 11235. 
Hvy Trks (+) 368 1840. 55. 20.00 1785. 14665. 7305. 





1997 Road Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from 
Mileage each $1000 Chosen Rates Min. Rates Max. Rates 
=================================================================================================== 
34---howard 
greentown 2172 10.76 20.92 30705.34 11817.99 34603.55 
kokomo 44962 204.50 424.88 623693.25 240049.52 702874.50 
russiaville 988 5.00 9.56 14036.25 5402.33 15818.23 
C+T Streets 48122 220.26 455.36 668434.75 257269.81 753296.25 
County Roads 32705 677.47 544.64 799481.25 307707.50 900979.75 
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[NOTE: The LOHUT revenue projections for the current year are based on the most recent data 
available at the time this report was assembled. If any data appear to be outdated or incorrect, 
please contact Jon Fricker at HERPICC (see the Foreword). The reader is reminded that, for 
each city and town that sits astride county lines, its population (for allocation formula purposes) 
has been assigned to those two counties in proportion to the road mileage it has in each county. 
Exact population figures for each part of the city or town were not available as this report was put 
together.j 
The specific values pertaining to the first three input data items listed above, as appropriate, 
appear in the leftmost numerical columns of Appendices B through D. 
Exhibit B reflects the revenue that Howard County could raise from an Excise Surtax rate of 10 
percent, with a minimum surtax amount of $7.50. Multiplying the Excise Tax paid by each of 
Howard County's 67,614 Excise Tax vehicles by 0.10 yields gross Excise Surtax revenues of 
$1,119,220 (numerical column 5). License branch fees of 15 cents per vehicle amounts to 
$10,142 (column 6). If there were no $7.50 minimum surtax, the net surtax revenues would be 
$1,109,080 (column 8). But, in Howard County, 45.9 percent (column 7) of Excise Tax vehicles 
paid less than $75 Excise Tax in 1998. Imposing the $7.50 "floor" on these vehicles raises the 
expected Excise Surtax revenues to $1,282,950 (column 9). 
If the proposed Excise Surtax rate were something less than 10 percent, more vehicles would be 
subject to the $7.50 minimum. For example, a 5 percent rate would have any vehicle paying an 
Excise Tax of $150 or less paying the minimum Excise Surtax of $7.50. This minimum would 
apply to a much larger percentage of Howard County's Excise Tax vehicles. Even with the $7.50 
minimum surtax, the 5 percent rate would raise much less net total revenue than the ten percent 
rate. 
Exhibit C displays potential revenues from the Wheel Tax portion of LOHUT. Trailers and 
trucks subject to the Wheel Tax can be broken into subcategories by standard weight classes. 
(See the Registration Transmittal form in Appendix A.) Each weight class could be taxed at a 
separate rate, between $5 and $40, but the following arrangement was used in this report to 
simplify the calculation of Wheel Tax revenues: 






3K, 5K, 7K 
12K, 16K, 22K, 22K + 
16K, 20K, 26K 
30K through 66K+ 
The first numerical column of Exhibit C shows the number of Howard County vehicles registered 
in each of eight Wheel Tax categories. These categories were chosen to illustrate how different 
Wheel Tax vehicle types and weight classes could be handled separately. Column 2 shows the 
revenues generated from the minimum Wheel Tax rate of $5. Subtracting the license branch 
fee (15 cents per Wheel Tax vehicle, column 3) yields minimum net Wheel Tax revenues of 
$45,192 (column 5). A $40 Wheel Tax Rate would produce $371,322 (column 6). The 
computer program that generated Exhibit C (and Appendix C) can use any combination of Wheel 
Tax rates for the eight vehicle categories shown. For a "chosen" rate of $20 for each category 
(column 4), net revenues of $184,962 will result (column 7). 
Unlike the Excise Surtax (Exhibit B), variations on the Wheel Tax output (Exhibit C) are easy to 
do by hand. Simply choose a Wheel Tax rate between $5 and $40, then multiply that rate by the 
number of vehicles listed for a category (column 1). Multiply each category's chosen rate by its 
column 1 entry, then add the eight products that result. Subtract branch fees (column 3) to get 
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the net Wheel Tax revenues from your combination of rates. In Exhibit C, the "chosen rate" is 
$20 for each category. Our hand calculation would be 
(65 x 20) + ... + 368 x 20) - (9318 x 0.15) = 184,962 
which matches the value in column 7 generated by the computer. 
If you desire more detail, or different Wheel Tax categories, request the most recent Registration 
Transmittal form prepared by the License Branch in your county. Note in Appendix A that only 
those vehicles marked with solid triangles are subject to the Wheel Tax. 
Exhibit 0 deals with the distribution of LOHUT revenues among the cities, towns, and county 
governments within Howard County. Columns 1 and 2 show the population and road mileage for 
each local public agency (LPA) in Howard County. Column 3 shows the amount, out of each 
$1000 of revenue coming to the county as a whole, that each LPA can expect to receive from the 
formula used to distribute fuel tax revenues collected by the state through the Local Road and 
Street Account (LRSA). These allocations are based on a combination of LPA population and 
road mileage. (See Figure 2.) Thus, Greentown would receive $20.92 out of each $1000 
generated by a Howard County LOHUT (column 3). In other words, Greentown's combination of 
population and road mileage entitles it to 2.092 percent of the revenues. Kokomo, Russiaville, 
and the County would receive shares of 42.488, 0.956, and 54.464 percent, respectively. 
Columns 5 and 6 show the minimum and maximum total revenues that could be realized under 
the current LOHUT legislation. The minimum revenues result when a 2 percent Excise Surtax 
and a $5 Wheel Tax are imposed across the board. If a 10 percent surtax and a $40 Wheel Tax 
are applied, then maximum revenues are produced. Column 4 indicates the revenues that result 
from the 10 percent surtax and $20 uniform Wheel Tax "chosen" for this guide's Howard County 
example. 
Again, manual adjustments based on your county's specific variations are not difficult. Let us 
say that the Howard County LOHUT ordinance would yield $825,000 in net LOHUT revenues. 
This value would replace the $1,467,916.00 that is the "County Total" entry in column 4 of 
Exhibit D. Multiplying this new total by each LPA's column 3 entry, then dividing by 1000, will 
provide a new column 4 entry for each LPA. For example, Greentown's allocation would 
become: 
20.92 $825,000 x =$17,259.00 
1000.00 
The LOHUT revenue shares for the other LPAs can be computed in the same way. 











60% BY POPULATION RATIO 
40% BY MILEAGE RATIO 
DISTRIBUTION TO 
COUNTY/CITIES/TOWNS: 
20% BY POPULATION RATIO 
80% BY MILEAGE RATIO 
Figure 2. The Local Road and Street Account (LRSA) Formula 
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1. Acquire a diskette containing the previous year's vehicle registrations for each county 
(Report No. RBP99) from Gary Van Skyock, Registration Analyst, Bureau of Motor Vehicles. 
2. David Moffett has developed a family of computer programs that extract from the BMV 
Report No. RBP99 those data needed by the HERPICC programs. As the format of the data 
files change, he has been indispensable in modifying these programs. 
3. Obtain from James W. Cheatham, Jr., Roadway Systems Coordinator, Division of Roadway 
Management, Indiana Department of Transportation, the annual certified road and street 
mileage for Indiana counties and incorporated cities and towns. 
4. In years when official population data have been updated, purchase from the State Library 
Data Center a copy of the census data compiled by the Indiana Business Research Center, 
Indiana University School of Business. 
5. A HERPICC staff member updates the population and road-mile data in a file (about 684 
lines long) used as input to the HERPICC computer programs mentioned above. For this 
report, the staff member was Shawna Atchison. 
6. For any town that has been incorporated since the last census and/or the last LOHUT report, 
contact the appropriate town or county office for a population estimate for that town. 
7. In years in which legislation is introduced in the Indiana legislature that may affect the 
LOHUT, James Sperlik, Office of Fiscal and Management Analysis, Indiana Legislative 
Council, is called upon to keep HERPICC informed of the status and exact provisions of the 
legislation. 
8. The HERPICC computer programs are the result of the efforts of several programmers over 
several years. The original programs were written by Charles Oliva and Huel-sheng Tsay. 
In recent years, they have been modified and refined by David Moffett. The data are 
actually passed through a series of programs, ending with a final printout on the Engineering 
Computer Network at Purdue. 
9. In the 1999 edition of this report, we offer for the first time a summary of the Indiana counties 
that have enacted a Local Option Highway Users Tax. The summary, which appears in 
Appendix E, is based on information furnished by Cookie DeCourcy of the Registrations and 
Excise Tax Office of the Bureau of Motor Vehicles. 
The assistance of each of these individuals and offices has been and continues to be essential to 
the completion of this report. The author is grateful to each of them for their contributions. 
Appendix A 
Registration Transmittal Form 
--------------------------------------------------------
BMVFORM 15AEVISEO 11/81 
Approved by Slate Board of Accounts REGISTRATION TRANSMITTAL 
(12,001 THROUGH 50,000) 
BRANCH NO. CITY __________ _ ® 
COUNTY NO _____ DATE ____ _ 
TRANS. NO PREPARED BY ______________ __ 
112 FULL NUMBER BRANCH TRACTORS FEE FEE ISSUED USE 
1-01 PASSEN. CAR 
* 
XXXX 1100 1-54 20.000Ibs. • 
1-02 PASSEN. CAR 
* 
5.00 XXXX 1-55 26.000Ibs. • 
1-03 MTRCYCLE 
* 
4.00 9.00 1-56 30.000 Ibs. • 
1-04 HOUSECARS IRV) • 9.00 19.00 1-57 ·36.000Ibs. • 
1-40 REDECLARE WGTS. xxx X XXX X 1-58 42.000Ibs. • 
1-42 fARM TRACTORS XXXX 2.00 1'59 48.000Ibs. • 
1-43 SPECIAL MACH. XXXX 4.00 1-60 54.000Ibs. • 
TRUCKS 1-61 60.000 Ibs. • 
1-62 66.000Ibs. • 
1-05 7.000Ibs. 
* 
A 900 19.00 1-63 72.000Ibs. • 
1-06 9.000Ibs. 
* 
V 14.00 29.00 1-109 74.000Ibs. • 
1-07 11.000Ibs. 
* 
B 24.00 49.00 1-110 76.000Ibs. • 
1-08 16.000Ibs. • C 49.00 99.00 1-111 78.000 Ibs. • 

















1-10 26.000 Ibs. • E 74.00 149.00 FARM SEMI TRACTORS 
1-11 30.000Ibs. • 109.00 219.00 
1-12 36.000Ibs. • 139.00 279.00 1-94 20.000Ibs. • A 
1-13 42.000 Ibs. • H 171.50 344.00 1-95 26.000 Ibs. • B 
1-14 48.000Ib,. • J 201.50 404.00 1:96 3O.000Ibs. • C 
1-15 54.000Ib,. • K 234.00 469.00 1-97 36.000 Ibs. • 0 
1-16 6O.000Ibs. • N 249.00 499.00 1-98 42.000 Ibs. • E 
1-17 66.000 Ibs. • P 264.00 529.00 1-99 48.000 Ib,. • F 
1-18 over 
• R 
281.50 564.00 660001bs. 1-100 .54.000 Ibs. .... G 
FARM TRUCKS 1-101 6O.000lb,. • H 
1-102 '. 66:0001bs. .... J 
1-19 11.000Ibs. 
* 
B 11.50 24.00 1-103 72,000 Ibs.·· 
.. 
.... K 
1-20 16.000Ibs. • C 24.00 49.00 1-113 74.000lbs. • P 
1-21 20.000Ibs. • 0 30.25 61.50 1-114 76.ooolbs. • R 
1-22 26.000Ibs. ... E 36.50 74.00 1-115 78.000Ib,. • S 
1-23 30.000Ibs. • f 54.00 109.00 1-116 78.000 Ibs. • T 
1-24 36.000Ibs. • G 6900 139.00 lOR TRANSMITTALS 
1-25 42.000Ibs. • H 85.25 171.50 
112 FULL NUMBER 





























1-26 48.000Ibs. ... J 100.25 201.50 
:::::r~~::::===~IREGISTRATIONI 
L..IYEA'--R-"'TO_"o ___ AT_EI<--__ -l' COUNTI .... ___ ....I 
1-27 54.000Ibs. • K 116.50 
1-28 60.000 Ibs. • N 124.00 
1-29 66.000Ib,. • P 131.50 
1-30 ! U"066.000 Ibs. • R 140.25 
TRAILERS 
1-31 3.0DOlbs. ... A 1.50 
1-32 5.000Ibs. • B 5.00 
1-33 7.000Ibs. • C 7.00 
H08 9.000Ibs. • V 9.00 
1-34 12.000Ibs. • 0 26.50 
1-35 16.000Ibs. • E 41.50 
1-36 22.000 Ibs. • F 64.00 





1-82 16.000 Ib,. • E 20.25 
1-83 22.000Ibs. • f 31.50 
1-84 I OV"22 000 Ib,. • G 41.50 
SEMI TRAILERS 
1-38 SEMI TRAILERS • 14.00 
1-39 2 YR SEMI TRAIL. • XXXX 
1-106 FARM SEMI TRAIL. • 6.50 
1-107 2 VR. fARM SEMI • XXXX 
BUSES 
1-49 SCHOOlBUS • 9.00 
1·50 CHURCH. BUS. 9.00 
1-51 BUSA. • XXXX 
1·52 BUS C .... 14.00 



























1-44 48 HOUR PERMIT XXXX 1.00 
1-93 30·DAY PERMIT XXXX 9.00 
1-45 90·DAY PERMIT XXXX 19.00 
1-46 • REPLCMT. PLATES XXXX 2.00 
1-47 • DUP. PLATES XXXX 2.00 
1-48 • fREE REGISTS XXXX XXXX 










PUBLIC SAfETY fEE .25 
NUMBER Of fEE ITEMS 
1-77 TOTAL 




• PSF NOT APPLICABLE 
• EXCISE/SURTAX 








Excise Surtax Revenue Projections 
HERPICC 
04/17/99 
Estimate of Potential Revenue to counties From 
A Local Option Excise Surtax Rate Of 10.0% and a Minimum Surtax Amount of $ 7.50 
B. 1 
================================================================================================================== 







Gross % Veh 
Revs. Branch with 
10.0% Fees Surtax 
Surtax (*) <$ 7.50 
Net Excise Surtax. Collections 
with no min. 
($1000) 
with $ 7.50 min. 
($1000) 
================================================================================================================== 
1- adams 14946 9125 570 24641 276817. 3696. 57.8 273.12 353.74 
2- allen 177880 67442 4742 250064 3552897. 37510. 49.9 3515.39 4206.60 
3- bartholomew 38557 19515 1222 59294 802658. 8894. 51. 8 793.76 967.27 
4- benton 4777 3266 139 8182 99828. 1227. 55.2 98.60 124.19 
5- blackford 7446 4131 243 11820 130805. 1773. 58.8 129.03 168.52 
6- boone 24687 11944 886 37517 606845. 5628. 44.9 601. 22 694.45 
7- brown 8499 5570 413 14482 166759. 2172. 57.4 164.59 211. 95 
8- carroll 10049 7333 428 17810 226898. 2672. 54.2 224.23 278.83 
9- cass 20199 11385 733 32317 409161. 4848. 54.6 404.31 504.21 
10- clark 49376 23671 1215 74262 969859. 11139. 51.1 958.72 1169.50 
11- clay 13060 8607 514 22181 245981. 3327. 57.5 242.65 315.37 
12- clinton 16324 9587 670 26581 340451. 3987. 53.5 336.46 417.35 
13- crawford 5366 4150 145 9661 80860. 1449. 67.1 79.41 117.09 
14- daviess 12794 8635 420 21849 246632. 3277. 58.4 243.35 316.49 
15- dearborn 25118 13126 861 39105 479844. 5866. 53.8 473.98 591.91 
16- decatur 12197 8481 431 21109 260565. 3166. 53.9 257.40 321.86 
17- dekalb 21138 11981 814 33933 412689. 5090. 54.7 407.60 512.69 
18- delaware 59669 26019 1426 87114 1101200. 13067. 55.4 1088.13 1360.77 
19- dubois 20521 13163 583 34267 460110. 5140. 51.0 454.97 553.81 
20- elkhart 89490 42416 3319 135225 1753292. 20284. 53.1 1733.01 2134.29 
21- fayette 13093 7558 435 21086 272057. 3163. 53.8 268.89 333.80 
22- floyd 36654 16379 864 53897 757792. 8085. 49.2 749.71 896.71 
23- fountain 8738 5776 261 14775 179400. 2216. 55.2 177.18 223.61 
(*) Branch Fees Set At 15 Cents Per Collection And Remain The Same, Irrespective Of Tax 
HERPICC 
04/17/99 
Estimate of Potential Revenue to counties From 
A Local Option Excise Surtax Rate Of 10.0% and a Minimum Surtax Amount of $ 7.50 
B. 2 
================================================================================================================== 
County 1998 Excise Tax Vehicles Gross % Veh I Net Excise Surtax. Collections 
Revs. Branch with I 
Pass Trucks Motor- Total 10.0% Fees Surtax I with no min. with $ 7.50 min. 
Cars <1l000 Cycles Veh. Surtax (*) <$ 7.50 I ($1000) ($1000) 
================================================================================================================== 
I 
24- franklin 11398 7104 363 18865 206896. 2830. 58.7 I 204.07 267.56 
I 
25- fulton 10381 6638 434 17453 212724. 2618. 55.3 I 210.11 264.57 
I 
26- gibson 16671 10064 437 27172 340355. 4076. 55.0 I 336.28 421.73 
I 
27- grant 39885 18089 1436 59410 784649. 8912. 54.6 I 775.74 960.44 
I 
28- greene 15949 11086 599 27634 303138. 4145. 58.5 I 298.99 391.94 
I 
29- hamilton 98721 28536 2531 129788 2774418. 19468. 32.8 I 2754.95 2980.60 
I 
30- hancock 30709 16063 1061 47833 760980. 7175. 44.4 I 753.81 871.99 
I 
31- harrison 19312 12652 468 32432 360657. 4865. 58.2 I 355.79 464.10 
I 
32- hendricks 51487 26779 2036 80302 1294450. 12045. 43.4 I 1282.40 1475.94 
I 
33- henry 26856 14779 941 42576 573214. 6386. 53.2 I 566.83 694.97 
I 
34- howard 45165 20564 1885 67614 1119220. 10142. 45.9 I 1109.08 1282.95 
I 
35- huntington 19037 10345 705 30087 383492. 4513. 52.8 I 378.98 468.42 
I 
36- jackson 20645 13191 668 34504 405523. 5176. 55.6 I 400.35 510.03 
I 
37- jasper 15446 9416 561 25423 327066. 3813. 51.1 I 323.25 395.68 
I 
38- jay 10792 6967 422 18181 181042. 2727. 61.9 I 178.32 242.68 
I 
39- jefferson 14919 9046 518 24483 292663. 3672. 54.5 I 288.99 364.77 
I 
40- jennings 13108 9095 447 22650 226376. 3398. 60.9 I 222.98 302.16 
I 
41- johnson 58863 27421 1939 88223 1370571. 13233. 44.9 I 1357.34 1576.65 
I 
42- knox 18643 10888 468 29999 366152. 4500. 56.0 I 361.65 457.86 
I 
43- kosciusko 37002 20800 1423 59225 759144. 8884. 53.5 I 750.26 927.55 
I 
44- lagrange 11911 8571 508 20990 249721. 3149. 55.2 I 246.57 311.78 
I 
45- lake 234178 78545 6446 319169 4591749. 47875. 47.6 I 4543.87 5375.57 
I 
46- laporte 60569 25647 2165 88381 1199286. 13257. 50.1 I 1186.03 1432.62 
(*) Branch Fees Set At 15 Cents Per Collection And Remain The Same, Irrespective Of Tax 
HERPICC 
04/17/99 
Estimate of Potential Revenue to counties From 
A Local Option Excise Surtax Rate Of 10.0% and a Minimum Surtax Amount of $ 7.50 
B. 3 
================================================================================================================== 







Gross % Veh Net Excise Surtax. Collections 
Revs. Branch with ---------
10.0% Fees Surtax with no min. with $ 7.50 min. 
Surtax (*) <$ 7.50 ($1000) ($1000) 
================================================================================================================== 
47- lawrence 22867 14797 741 38405 469206. 5761. 55.8 463.45 585.83 
48- madison 68494 33804 2264 104562 1514727. 15684. 50.6 1499.04 1799.53 
49- marion 463295 149507 10694 623496 9484338. 93524. 47.0 9390.81 ******* 
50- marshall 22047 13216 1053 36316 445480. 5447.55.0 440.03 553.33 
51- martin 5283 3594 177 9054 95042. 1358. 59.2 93.68 124.46 
52- miami 17622 10553 965 29140 364539. 4371. 55.4 360.17 452.00 
53- monroe 53307 21889 1617 76813 986519. 11522. 53.3 975.00 1204.62 
54- montgomery 18206 10726 611 29543 371401. 4431. 53.1 366.97 455.98 
55- morgan 33192 21050 1393 55635 727992. 8345.52.0 719.65 883.21 
56- newton 7849 4770 311 12930 156866. 1940.53.9 154.93 194.25 
57- noble 21371 13200 770 35341 425069. 5301. 54.3 419.77 528.03 
58- ohio 2936 2003 95 5034 57329. 755. 56.1 56.57 72.76 
59- orange 9147 6463 333 15943 169699. 2391. 59.7 167.31 222.01 
60- owen 9993 7141 377 17511 179523. 2627. 60.1 176.90 237.48 
61- parke 7726 5296 225 13247 155460. 1987. 56.6 153.47 195.91 
62- perry 9777 6397 270 16444 174356. 2467. 58.8 171.89 227.13 
63- pike 6608 4743 173 11524 122253. 1729. 59.7 120.52 160.20 
64- porter 76070 31966 3427 111463 1762721. 16719. 42.8 1746.00 2004.71 
65- posey 13120 9278 456 22854 298485. 3428. 52.7 295.06 363.61 
66- pulaski 6516 5015 255 11786 143728. 1768. 54.5 141. 96 178.42 
67- putnam 15838 10218 561 26617 335137. 3993. 53.1 331.14 411.18 
68- randolph 14060 8509 482 23051 236064. 3458. 61.8 232.61 314.21 
69- ripley 14229 9224 411 23864 275551. 3580. 56.4 271.97 348.34 
(*) Branch Fees Set At 15 Cents Per Collection And Remain The Same, Irrespective Of Tax 
HERPICC 
04/17/99 
Estimate of Potential Revenue to Counties From 
A Local Option Excise Surtax Rate Of 10.0% and a Minimum Surtax Amount of $ 7.50 
B. 4 
================================================================================================================== 














(*) <$ 7.50 
Net Excise Surtax Collections 
with no min. 
($1000) 
with $ 7.50 min. 
($1000) 
================================================================================================================== 
70- rush 8911 6051 350 15312 183471. 2297. 55 . 0 181.17 229.11 
71- st. joseph 141774 49218 4340 195332 2717612 . 29300. 50 . 7 2688.31 3238.97 
72- scott 12019 7155 364 19538 196364. 2931. 60.6 193.43 261.10 
73- shelby 22096 13200 891 36187 464670 . 5428. 53.0 459.24 568.15 
74- spencer 10143 7370 245 17758 213153. 2664. 54.4 210.49 265.66 
75- starke 11969 7208 431 19608 214057. 2941. 57.9 211.12 275.94 
76- steuben 17361 9495 604 27460 351859. 4119. 53 . 7 347.74 430 . 12 
77- sullivan 9696 6763 344 16803 194605. 2520. 57 . 1 192.08 246.96 
78- switzerland 4060 2939 100 7099 74713 . 1065. 59.3 73.65 97.83 
79- tippecanoe 66196 27388 1992 95576 1402472. 14336. 48.1 1388.14 1643.21 
80- tipton 8729 5938 336 15003 228399 . 2250 . 46 . 9 226 . 15 265 . 65 
81- union 3731 2516 146 6393 68327. 959 . 60.3 67.37 89.48 
82- vanderburgh 90771 39938 2181 132890 1869295 . 19934 . 50.8 1849.36 2228.82 
83- vermillion 8764 5623 311 14698 164491. 2205 . 57.7 162.29 210.36 
84- vigo 51821 24820 1502 78143 998291. 11721. 54 . 5 986.57 1226.06 
85- wabash 17837 10366 735 28938 354716. 4341. 54 . 2 350 . 38 439.08 
86- warren 4427 3109 113 7649 93687. 1147. 55.7 92.54 116.83 
87- warrick 27358 14978 960 43296 608001. 6494 . 50.5 601.51 724.45 
88- washington 13427 9247 526 23200 232862. 3480. 62 . 0 229.38 312 . 66 
89- wayne 37202 18162 1257 56621 626814. 8493. 59 . 5 618.32 810.27 
90- wells 14065 8475 586 23126 273007. 3469 . 55.8 269.54 342.58 
91- white 13661 7988 453 22102 277811. 3315 . 54.0 274.50 341.63 
92- whitley 15793 9701 648 26142 335600 . 3921. 51.7 331. 68 407.66 
(*) Branch Fees Set At 15 Cents Per collection And Remain The Same, Irrespective Of Tax 
Appendix C 
Wheel Tax Revenue Projections 
HERPICC 
04/17/99 
Estimate Of Potential Revenue To Counties From 










































































































Buses(**) 229 1145. 34. 20.00 1111. 9126. 4546. 
Rec-Veh 2058 10290. 309. 20.00 9981. 82011. 40851. 
Semi-Trail 4546 22730. 682. 20.00 22048. 181158. 90238. 
Tractors 395 1975. 59. 20.00 1916. 1574l. 7841. 
Lt. Trail. 18152 90760. 2723. 20.00 88037. 723357. 360317. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 1064 5320. 160. 20.00 5160. 42400. 21120. 
Trucks (++) 2229 11145. 334. 20.00 10811. 88826. 44246. 
Hvy Trks(+) 1089 5445. 163. 20.00 5282. 43397. 21617. 








































































































































































(*) Branch fees are $0.15 per collection & 
remain the same, irrespective of tax 
(**) Church bus registration excluded 
(@) Heavy trailers of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-26000 LB 







Estimate Of Potential Revenue To counties From 

















































































































































































I 34241. 281341. 140141. 
7- brown 
Buses(**) 41 205. 6. 20.00 199. 1634. 814. 
Rec-Veh 239 1195. 36. 20.00 1159. 9524. 4744. 
Semi-Trail 39 195. 6. 20.00 189. 1554. 774. 
Tractors 21 105. 3. 20.00 102. 837. 417. 
Lt. Trail. 1474 7370. 221. 20.00 7149. 58739. 29259. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 107 535. 16. 20.00 519. 4264. 2124. 
Trucks (++) 160 800. 24. 20.00 776. 6376. 3176. 
Hvy Trks(+) 72 360. 11. 20.00 349. 2869. 1429. 
Totals 2153 10765. 323. 10442. 85797. 42737. 
============================================================================================ 
8- carroll 
Buses (**) 18 90. 3. 20.00 87. 717. 357. 
Rec-Veh 354 1770. 53. 20.00 1717. 14107. 7027. 
Semi-Trail 811 4055. 122. 20.00 3933. 32318. 16098. 
Tractors 207 1035. 31. 20.00 1004. 8249. 4109. 
Lt. Trail. 2369 11845. 355. 20.00 11490. 94405. 47025. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 215 1075. 32. 20.00 1043. 8568. 4268. 
Trucks (++) 343 1715. 51. 20.00 1664. 13669. 6809. 
Hvy Trks(+) 346 1730. 52. 20.00 1678. 13788. 6868. 
Totals 4663 23315. 699. 22616. 185821. 92561. 
============================================================================================ 
(*) Branch fees are $0.15 per collection & 
remain the same, irrespective of tax 
(**) Church bus registration excluded 
(@) Heavy trailers of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-26000 LB 
(+) Heavy trucks of weight class 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
04/17/99 
Estimate Of Potential Revenue To counties From 


















Net Wheel Tax Revenues from 
$5-Tax $40-Tax Chosen 
============================================================================================ 
9- cass 
Buses(**) 45 225. 7. 20.00 218. 1793. 893. 
Rec-Veh 536 2680. 80. 20.00 2600. 21360. 10640. 
Semi-Trail 754 3770. 113. 20.00 3657. 30047. 14967. 
Tractors 166 830. 25. 20.00 805. 6615. 3295. 
Lt. Trail. 3112 15560. 467. 20.00 15093. 124013 . 61773. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 198 990. 30. 20.00 960. 7890. 3930. 
Trucks (++) 490 2450. 74. 20.00 2376. 19526. 9726. 
Hvy Trks(+) 337 1685. 51. 20.00 1634. 13429. 6689. 





















































































































































Buses (**) 4 20. 
Rec-Veh 470 2350. 
Semi-Trail 890 4450. 
Tractors 144 720. 
Lt. Trail. 2416 12080. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 252 1260. 
Trucks (++) 437 2185. 
Hvy Trks(+) 312 1560. 
Totals 4925 24625. 
(*) Branch fees are $0.15 per collection & 
remain the same, irrespective of tax 
(**) Church bus registration excluded 
1. 20.00 19. 159. 79. 
70. 20.00 2280. 18730. 9330. 
134. 20.00 4316. 35466. 17666. 
22. 20.00 698. 5738. 2858. 
362. 20.00 11718. 96278. 47958. 
38. 20.00 1222. 10042. 5002. 
66. 20.00 2119. 17414. 8674. 
47. 20.00 1513. 12433. 6193. 
739. 23886. 196261. 97761. 
(@) Heavy trailers of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-26000 LB 






Estimate of Potential Revenue To counties From 




Net Wheel Tax Revenues from 
1998 Branch Chosen 
Regis. Wheel Tax Fees(*) Rates $5-Tax $40-Tax Chosen 












































































Buses(**) 96 480. 14. 20.00 466. 3826. 1906. 
Rec-Veh 414 2070. 62. 20.00 2008. 16498. 8218. 
Semi-Trail 782 3910. 117. 20.00 3793. 31163. 15523. 
Tractors 119 595. 18. 20.00 577. 4742. 2362. 
Lt. Trail. 2181 10905. 327. 20.00 10578 . 86913 . 43293. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 280 1400. 42. 20.00 1358. 11158. 5558. 
Trucks (++) 570 2850. 86. 20.00 2764. 22714. 11314 . 
Hvy Trks(+) 196 980. 29. 20.00 951. 7811. 3891. 










































































































































































(*) Branch fees are $0.15 per collection & 
remain the same, irrespective of tax 
(**) Church bus registration excluded 
(@) Heavy trailers of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-26000 LB 
(+) Heavy trucks of weight class 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
04/17/99 
Estimate Of Potential Revenue To Counties From 


















Net Wheel Tax Revenues from 
$5-Tax $40-Tax Chosen 
============================================================================================ 
17- dekalb 
Buses(**) 26 130. 4. 20.00 126. 1036. 516. 
Rec-Veh 660 3300. 99. 20.00 3201. 26301. 1310l. 
Semi-Trail 1177 5885. 177. 20.00 5708. 46903. 23363. 
Tractors 70 350. 10. 20.00 340. 2790. 1390. 
Lt. Trail. 4268 21340. 640. 20.00 20700. 170080. 84720. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 248 1240. 37. 20.00 1203. 9883. 4923. 
Trucks (++) 350 1750. 53. 20.00 1698. 13947. 6948. 
Hvy Trks(+) 188 940. 28. 20.00 912. 7492. 3732. 







































































































































































Buses (**) 187 935. 28. 20.00 907. 7452. 3712. 
Rec-veh 2076 10380. 311. 20.00 10069. 82729. 41209. 
Semi-Trail 3530 17650. 530. 20.00 17120. 140670. 70070. 
Tractors 160 800. 24. 20.00 776. 6376. 3176. 
Lt. Trail. 13825 69125. 2074. 20.00 67051. 550926. 274426. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 1423 7115. 213 . 20.00 6902. 56707. 28247. 
Trucks (++) 1572 7860. 236. 20.00 7624. 62644. 31204. 
Hvy Trks(+) 436 2180. 65. 20.00 2115. 17375. 8655. 
Totals 23209 116045. 3481. 112564. 924879. 460699. 
============================================================================================ 
(*) Branch fees are $0.15 per collection & 
remain the same, irrespective of tax 
(**) Church bus registration excluded 
(@) Heavy trailers of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-26000 LB 
(+) Heavy trucks of weight class 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
04/17/99 
Estimate Of Potential Revenue To counties From 



















Net Wheel Tax Revenues from 















Trucks ( ++ ) I 












































































































































































































































































































(*) Branch fees are $0.15 per collection & 
remain the same, irrespective of tax 
(**) Church bus registration excluded 
(@) Heavy trailers of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-26000 LB 
(+) Heavy trucks of weight class 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
04/17/99 
Estimate Of Potential Revenue To counties From 
Local Option Wheel Tax Of $5, $40, or any "Chosen Rates". 
C. 7 
~~~~~======================================================================================= 




Net Wheel Tax Revenues from 
Wheel Tax I 1998 






























































































Buses(**) 63 315. 9. 20.00 306. 2511. 1251. 
Rec-Veh 514 2570. 77. 20.00 2493. 20483. 10203. 
Semi-Trail 629 3145. 94. 20.00 3051. 25066. 12486. 
Tractors 125 625. 19. 20.00 606. 4981. 2481. 
Lt. Trail. 2527 12635. 379. 20.00 12256. 100701. 50161. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 210 1050. 32. 20.00 1018. 8368. 4168. 
Trucks (++) 506 2530. 76. 20.00 2454. 20164. 10044. 
Hvy Trks(+) 347 1735. 52. 20.00 1683. 13828. 6888. 










































































































































































(*) Branch fees are $0.15 per collection & 
remain the same, irrespective of tax 
(**) Church bus registration excluded 
(@) Heavy trailers of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-26000 LB 
(+) Heavy trucks of weight class 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
04/17/99 
Estimate of Potential Revenue To counties From 



















Net Wheel Tax Revenues from 
$5-Tax $40-Tax Chosen 
============================================================================================ 













Trucks (++ ) I 






























































































































































































































































































































(*) Branch fees are $0.15 per collection & 
remain the same, irrespective of tax 
(**) Church bus registration excluded 
(@) Heavy trailers of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-26000 LB 







Estimate Of Potential Revenue To counties From 
Local Option Wheel Tax Of $5, $40, or any "Chosen Rates". 
C. 9 
Gross Rev Net Wheel Tax Revenues from 
1998 from $5 Branch Chosen 
Regis. Wheel Tax Fees(*) Rates $5-Tax $40-Tax Chosen 












































































































































































































































Buses(**) 38 190. 6. 20.00 184. 1514. 754. 
Rec-Veh 601 3005. 90. 20.00 2915. 23950. 11930. 
Semi-Trail 1292 6460. 194. 20.00 6266. 51486. 25646. 
Tractors 112 560. 17. 20.00 543. 4463. 2223. 
Lt. Trail. 3329 16645. 499. 20.00 16146. 132661. 66081. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 357 1785. 54. 20.00 1731. 14226. 7086. 
Trucks (++) 636 3180. 95. 20.00 3085. 25345. 12625. 
Hvy Trks(+) 357 1785. 54. 20.00 1731. 14226. 7086. 
Totals 6722 33610. 1008. 32602. 267872. 133432. 
============================================================================================ 
(*) Branch fees are $0.15 per collection & 
remain the same, irrespective of tax 
(**) Church bus registration excluded 
(@) Heavy trailers of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-26000 LB 
(+) Heavy trucks of weight class 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
04/17/99 
Estimate Of Potential Revenue To counties From 


















Net Wheel Tax Revenues from 



































































Totals 8093 40465. 1214. 39251. 322506. 160646. 
============================================================================================ 
38- jay 
Buses(**) 3 15. O. 20.00 15. 120. 60. 
Rec-Veh 303 1515. 45. 20.00 1470. 12075. 6015. 
Semi-Trail 262 1310. 39. 20.00 1271. 10441. 5201. 
Tractors 60 300. 9. 20.00 291. 239l. 119l. 
Lt. Trail. 1637 8185. 246. 20.00 7939. 65234. 32494. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 129 645. 19. 20.00 626. 5141. 256l. 
Trucks (++) 244 1220. 37. 20.00 1183. 9723. 4843. 
Hvy Trks(+) 120 600. 18. 20.00 582. 4782. 2382. 
Totals 2758 13790. 414. 13376. 109906. 54746. 
============================================================================================ 
39- jefferson 
Buses (**) 27 135. 4. 20.00 13l. 1076. 536. 
Rec-Veh 329 1645. 49. 20.00 1596 . 1311l. 6531. 
Semi-Trail 311 1555. 47. 20.00 1508. 12393. 6173. 
Tractors 42 210. 6. 20.00 204. 1674. 834. 
Lt. Trail. 2222 11110. 333. 20.00 10777. 88547. 44107. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 225 1125. 34. 20.00 1091. 8966. 4466. 
Trucks (++) 384 1920. 58. 20.00 1862. 15302. 7622. 
Hvy Trks(+) 92 460. 14. 20.00 446. 3666. 1826. 
Totals 3632 18160. 545. 17615. 144735. 72095. 
============================================================================================ 
40- jennings 
Buses (**) 69 345. 10. 20.00 335. 2750. 1370. 
Rec-Veh 430 2150. 64. 20.00 2086. 17136. 8536. 
Semi-Trail 438 2190. 66. 20.00 2124. 17454. 8694. 
Tractors 53 265. 8. 20.00 257. 2112. 1052. 
Lt. Trail. 2222 11110. 333. 20.00 10777. 88547. 44107. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 227 1135. 34. 20.00 1101. 9046. 4506. 
Trucks (++) 381 1905. 57. 20.00 1848. 15183. 7563. 
Hvy Trks(+) 221 1105. 33. 20.00 1072 . 8807. 4387. 
Totals 4041 20205. 606. 19599. 161034. 80214. 
============================================================================================ 
(*) Branch fees are $0.15 per collection & 
remain the same, irrespective of tax 
(**) Church bus registration excluded 
(@) Heavy trailers of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-26000 LB 
(+) Heavy trucks of weight class 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
04/17/99 
Estimate Of Potential Revenue To counties From 


















Net Wheel Tax Revenues from 
$5-Tax $40-Tax Chosen 
============================================================================================ 
41- johnson 
Buses(**) 58 290. 9. 20.00 281. 2311. 1151. 
Rec-Veh 1023 5115. 153. 20.00 4962. 40767. 20307. 
Semi-Trail 848 4240. 127. 20.00 4113 . 33793. 16833. 
Tractors 123 615. 18. 20.00 597. 4902. 2442. 
Lt. Trail. 6814 34070. 1022. 20.00 33048. 271538. 135258. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 444 2220. 67. 20.00 2153. 17693. 8813 . 
Trucks (++) 788 3940. 118. 20.00 3822. 31402. 15642. 
Hvy Trks(+) 347 1735. 52. 20.00 1683. 13828. 6888. 
Totals 10445 52225. 1567. 50658. 416233. 207333. 
============================================================================================ 
42- knox 
Buses(**) 118 590. 18. 20.00 572. 4702. 2342. 
Rec-Veh 441 2205. 66. 20.00 2139. 17574. 8754. 
Semi-Trail 1642 8210. 246. 20.00 7964. 65434. 32594. 
Tractors 212 1060. 32. 20.00 1028. 8448. 4208. 
Lt. Trail. 2606 13030. 39l. 20.00 12639. 103849. 51729. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 275 1375. 4l. 20.00 1334. 10959. 5459. 
Trucks (++) 960 4800. 144. 20.00 4656. 38256. 19056. 
Hvy Trks(+) 259 1295. 39. 20.00 1256. 1032l. 514l. 
Totals 6513 32565. 977. 31588. 259543. 129283. 
============================================================================================ 
43- kosciusko 
Buses (**) 17 85. 3. 20.00 82. 677. 337. 
Rec-Veh 1063 5315. 159. 20.00 5156. 42361. 21101. 
Semi-Trail 1065 5325. 160. 20.00 5165. 42440. 21140. 
Tractors 153 765. 23. 20.00 742. 6097. 3037. 
Lt. Trail. 8052 40260. 1208. 20.00 39052. 320872. 159832. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 605 3025. 9l. 20.00 2934. 24109. 12009. 
Trucks (++) 731 3655. 110. 20.00 3545. 29130. 14510. 
Hvy Trks(+) 365 1825. 55. 20.00 1770. 14545. 7245. 
Totals 12051 60255. 1808. 58447. 480232. 239212. 
============================================================================================ 
44- lagrange 
Buses(**) 33 165. 5. 20.00 160. 1315. 655. 
Rec-Veh 380 1900. 57. 20.00 1843. 15143. 7543. 
Semi-Trail 548 2740. 82. 20.00 2658. 21838. 10878. 
Tractors 32 160. 5. 20.00 155. 1275. 635. 
Lt. Trail. 3576 17880. 536. 20.00 17344. 142504. 70984. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 671 3355. 10l. 20.00 3254. 26739. 13319. 
Trucks (++) 284 1420. 43. 20.00 1377. 11317. 5637. 
Hvy Trks(+) 94 470. 14. 20.00 456. 3746. 1866. 
Totals 5618 28090. 843. 27247. 223877. 111517. 
============================================================================================ 
(*) Branch fees are $0.15 per collection & 
remain the same, irrespective of tax 
(**) Church bus registration excluded 
(@) Heavy trailers of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-26000 LB 
(+) Heavy trucks of weight class 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
04/17/99 
Estimate Of Potential Revenue To Counties From 
































































































































































































































































Buses(**) 226 1130. 34. 20.00 1096. 9006. 4486. 
Rec-Veh 2075 10375. 311. 20.00 10064. 82689. 41189. 
Semi-Trail 1484 7420. 223. 20.00 7197. 59137. 29457. 
Tractors 227 1135. 34. 20.00 1101. 9046. 4506. 
Lt. Trail. 9983 49915. 1497. 20.00 48418. 397823. 198163. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 427 2135. 64. 20.00 2071. 17016. 8476. 
Trucks (++) 751 3755. 113. 20.00 3642. 29927. 14907. 
Hvy Trks(+) 615 3075. 92. 20.00 2983. 24508. 12208. 
Totals 15788 78940. 2368. 76572. 629152. 313392. 
(*) Branch fees are $0.15 per collection & 
remain the same, irrespective of tax 
(**) Church bus registration excluded 
(@) Heavy trailers of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-26000 LB 
(+) Heavy trucks of weight class 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
04/17/99 
Estimate of Potential Revenue To counties From 
Local Option Wheel Tax Of $5, $40, or any "Chosen Rates". 
C.13 
County Gross Rev 
from $5 
I Net Wheel Tax Revenues from 
Wheel Tax 1998 









































































































































































































































































Buses (**) 30 150. 4. 20.00 146. 1196. 596. 
Rec-Veh 647 3235. 97. 20.00 3138. 25783. 12843. 
Semi-Trail 832 4160. 125. 20.00 4035. 33155. 16515. 
Tractors 96 480. 14. 20.00 466. 3826. 1906. 
Lt. Trail. 3027 15135. 454. 20.00 14681. 120626. 60086. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 243 1215. 36. 20.00 1179. 9684. 4824. 
Trucks (++) 459 2295. 69. 20.00 2226. 18291. 9111. 
Hvy Trks(+) 330 1650. 50. 20.00 1600. 13150. 6550. 
Totals 5664 28320. 850. 27470. 225710. 112430. 
============================================================================================ 
(*) Branch fees are $0.15 per collection & 
remain the same, irrespective of tax 
(**) Church bus registration excluded 
(@) Heavy trailers of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-26000 LB 
(+) Heavy trucks of weight class 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
04/17/99 
Estimate Of Potential Revenue To Counties From 































































Net IJIlheel Tax Revenues from 
$5-Tax $40-Tax Chosen 
601. 4941. 2461. 
4525. 37180. 18520. 
3075. 25~65 . 12585. 
446. 3666. 1826. 
27490. 225870. 112510. 
1945. 15980. 7960. 
3996. 32836. 16356. 
2153. 17693. 8813 . 


































































































































































I 47336. 388936. 193736. 
============================================================================================ 
56- newton 
Buses(**) 16 80. 2. 20.00 78. 638. 318. 
Rec-Veh 266 1330. 40. 20.00 1290. 10600. 5280. 
Semi-Trail 303 1515. 45. 20.00 1470. 12075. 6015. 
Tractors 33 165. 5. 20.00 160. 1315. 655. 
Lt. Trail. 1447 7235. 217. 20.00 7018. 57663. 28723. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 101 505. 15. 20.00 490. 4025. 2005. 
Trucks (++) 227 1135. 34. 20.00 1101. 9046. 4506. 
Hvy Trks(+) 116 580. 17. 20.00 563. 4623. 2303. 
Totals 2509 12545. 376. 12169. 99984. 49804. 
============================================================================================ 
(*) Branch fees are $0.15 per collection & 
remain the same, irrespective of tax 
(**) Church bus registration excluded 
(@) Heavy trailers of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-26000 LB 
(+) Heavy trucks of weight class 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
04/17/99 
Estimate of Potential Revenue To counties From 







1998 from $5 








Net Wheel Tax Revenues from 












































































Buses(**) 3 15. O. 20.00 15. 120. 60. 
Rec-Veh 63 315. 9. 20.00 306. 2511. 1251. 
Semi-Trail 45 225. 7. 20.00 218. 1793. 893. 
Tractors 6 30. 1. 20.00 29. 239. 119. 
Lt. Trail. 517 2585. 78. 20.00 2507. 20602. 10262. 
Hvy Trlr (@) 65 325. 10. 20.00 315. 2590. 1290. 
Trucks (++) 75 375. 11. 20.00 364. 2989. 1489. 
Hvy Trks(+) 12 60. 2. 20.00 58. 478. 238. 




















































































































































(*) Branch fees are $0.15 per collection & 
remain the same, irrespective of tax 
(**) Church bus registration excluded 
(@) Heavy trailers of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-26000 LB 







Estimate Of Potential Revenue To counties From 
Local Option Wheel Tax Of $5, $40, or any "Chosen Rates". 
C.16 
I Gross Rev 
from $5 



























Trucks (++) I 




































































Buses(**) 21 105. 3. 20.00 102. 837. 417. 
Rec-Veh 197 985. 30. 20.00 955. 7850. 3910. 
Semi-Trail 248 1240. 37. 20.00 1203. 9883. 4923. 
Tractors 11 55. 2. 20.00 53. 438. 218. 
Lt. Trail. 1723 8615. 258. 20.00 8357. 68662. 34202. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 93 465. 14. 20.00 45l. 3706. 1846. 
Trucks (++) 251 1255. 38. 20.00 1217. 10002. 4982. 
Hvy Trks(+) 69 345. 10. 20.00 335. 2750. 1370. 




Buses (**) 5 25. 1- 20.00 24. 199. 99. 
Rec-Veh 214 1070. 32. 20.00 1038. 8528. 4248. 
Semi-Trail 342 1710. 5l. 20.00 1659. 13629. 6789. 
Tractors 49 245. 7. 20.00 238. 1953. 973. 
Lt. Trail. 1193 5965. 179. 20.00 5786. 4754l. 2368l. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 90 450. 14. 20.00 436. 3586. 1786. 
Trucks (++) 254 1270. 38. 20.00 1232. 10122. 5042. 
Hvy Trks(+) 130 650. 20. 20.00 630. 5180. 2580. 
Totals 2277 11385. 342. 11043. 90738. 45198. 
============================================================================================ 
64- porter 
Buses (**) 73 365. 11. 20.00 354. 2909. 1449. 
Rec-veh 1474 7370. 221- 20.00 7149. 58739. 29259. 
Semi-Trail 2437 12185. 366. 20.00 11819. 97114. 48374. 
Tractors 144 720. 22. 20.00 698. 5738. 2858. 
Lt. Trail. 8969 44845. 1345. 20.00 43500. 357415. 178035. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 353 1765. 53. 20.00 1712. 14067. 7007. 
Trucks (++) 857 4285. 129. 20.00 4156. 34151. 17011. 
Hvy Trks(+) 391 1955. 59. 20.00 1896 . 15581. 776l. 
Totals 14698 73490. 2205. 71285. 585715. 291755. 
============================================================================================ 
(*) Branch fees are $0.15 per collection & 
remain the same, irrespective of tax 
(**) Church bus registration excluded 
(@) Heavy trailers of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-26000 LB 






Estimate Of Potential Revenue To Counties From 
Local Option Wheel Tax Of $5, $40, or any "Chosen Rates". 
C.17 
Gross Rev Net Wheel Tax Revenues from 
1998 from $5 




















































































Buses(**) 9 45. 1. 20.00 44. 359. 179. 
Rec-Veh 225 1125. 34. 20.00 1091. 8966. 4466. 
Semi-Trail 626 3130. 94. 20.00 3036. 24946. 12426. 
Tractors 137 685. 21. 20.00 664. 5459. 2719. 
Lt. Trail. 1350 6750. 203. 20.00 6548. 53797. 26798. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 138 690. 21. 20.00 669. 5499. 2739. 
Trucks (++) 325 1625. 49. 20.00 1576. 12951. 6451. 
Hvy Trks(+) 203 1015. 30. 20.00 985. 8090. 4030. 
Totals 3013 15065. 452. 14613 . 120068. 59808. 
============================================================================================ 
67- putnam 
Buses(**) 36 180. 5. 20.00 175. 1435. 715. 
Rec-Veh 480 2400. 72 . 20.00 2328. 19128. 9528. 
Semi-Trail 231 1155. 35. 20.00 1120. 9205. 4585. 
Tractors 64 320. 10. 20.00 310. 2550. 1270. 
Lt. Trail. 3045 15225. 457. 20.00 14768. 121343. 60443. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 344 1720. 52. 20.00 1668. 13708. 6828. 
Trucks (++) 599 2995. 90. 20.00 2905. 23870. 11890. 
Hvy Trks(+) 234 1170. 35. 20.00 1135. 9325. 4645. 
Totals 5033 25165. 755. 24410. 200565. 99905. 
============================================================================================ 
68- randolph 
Buses(**) 12 60. 2. 20.00 58. 478. 238. 
Rec-Veh 472 2360. 71. 20.00 2289. 18809. 9369. 
Semi-Trail 869 4345. 130. 20.00 4215. 34630. 17250. 
Tractors 80 400. 12. 20.00 388. 3188. 1588. 
Lt. Trail. 2156 10780. 323. 20.00 10457. 85917. 42797. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 267 1335. 40. 20.00 1295. 10640. 5300. 
Trucks (++) 503 2515. 75. 20.00 2440. 20045. 9985. 
Hvy Trks(+) 227 1135. 34. 20.00 1101. 9046. 4506. 
Totals 4586 22930. 688. 22242. 182752. 91032. 
============================================================================================ 
(*) Branch fees are $0.15 per collection & 
remain the same, irrespective of tax 
(**) Church bus registration excluded 
(@) Heavy trailers of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-26000 LB 
(+) Heavy trucks of weight class 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
04/17/99 
Estimate of Potential Revenue To Counties From 


















Net wheel Tax Revenues from 






























































































































































































































Buses (**) 40 200. 6. 20.00 194. 1594. 794. 
Rec-Veh 281 1405. 42. 20.00 1363. 11198. 5578. 
Semi-Trail 101 505. 15. 20.00 490. 4025. 2005. 
Tractors 23 115. 3. 20.00 112. 917. 457. 
Lt. Trail. 1636 8180. 245. 20.00 7935. 65195. 32475. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 138 690. 21. 20.00 669. 5499. 2739. 
Trucks (++) 237 1185. 36. 20.00 1149. 9444. 4704. 
Hvy Trks(+) 106 530. 16. 20.00 514. 4224. 2104. 
Totals 2562 12810. 384. 12426. 102096. 50856. 
========================================~=================================================== 
(*) Branch fees are $0.15 per collection & 
remain the same, irrespective of tax 
(**) Church bus registration excluded 
(@) Heavy trailers of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-26000 LB 
(+) Heavy trucks of weight class 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
04/17/99 
Estimate Of Potential Revenue To counties From 


















Net Wheel Tax Revenues from 
$5-Tax $40-Tax Chosen 
============================================================================================ 
73- shelby 
Buses (**) 77 385. 12. 20.00 373. 3068. 1528. 
Rec-Veh 529 2645. 79. 20.00 2566. 21081. 10501. 
Semi-Trail 642 3210. 96. 20.00 3114. 25584. 12744. 
Tractors 137 685. 21. 20.00 664. 5459. 2719. 
Lt. Trail. 3459 17295. 519. 20.00 16776. 137841. 68661. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 314 1570. 47. 20.00 1523. 12513 . 6233. 
Trucks (++) 647 3235. 97. 20.00 3138. 25783. 12843. 
Hvy Trks(+) 410 2050. 62. 20.00 1988. 16338. 8138. 













27 1 135. 4. 20.00 1 
314 1 1570. 47. 20.00 1 
504 1 2520. 76. 20.00 1 
73 1 365. 11. 20.00 1 
1911 1 9555. 287. 20.00 1 
187 1 935. 28. 20.00 1 
549 1 2745. 82. 20.00 1 
211 1 1055. 32. 20.00 1 
1 1 








































32 1 160. 5. 20.00 1 
3481 1740. 52. 20.00 1 
354 1 1770. 53. 20.00 1 
90 1 450. 14. 20.00 1 
2027 1 10135. 304. 20.00 1 
111 1 555. 17. 20.00 1 
359 1 1795. 54. 20.00 1 
86 1 430. 13. 20.00 1 
1 1 
3407 1 17035. 511. 1 
155. 1275. 635. 
1688. 13868. 6908. 
1717. 14107. 7027. 
436. 3586. 1786. 
9831. 80776. 40236. 
538. 4423. 2203. 
1741. 14306. 7126. 
417. 3427. 1707. 
16524. 135769. 67629. 
============================================================================================ 
76- steuben 
Buses(**) 31 155. 5. 20.00 150. 1235. 615. 
Rec-Veh 528 2640. 79. 20.00 2561. 21041. 10481. 
Semi-Trail 610 3050. 92. 20.00 2958. 24308. 12108. 
Tractors 29 145. 4. 20.00 14l. 1156. 576. 
Lt. Trail. 4195 20975. 629. 20.00 20346. 167171. 83271. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 191 955. 29. 20.00 926. 7611. 3791. 
Trucks (++) 273 1365. 4l. 20.00 1324. 10879. 5419. 
Hvy Trks(+) 86 430. 13. 20.00 417. 3427. 1707. 
Totals 5943 29715. 891. 28824. 236829. 117969. 
============================================================================================ 
(*) Branch fees are $0.15 per collection & 
remain the same, irrespective of tax 
(**) Church bus registration excluded 
(@) Heavy trailers of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-26000 LB 
(+) Heavy trucks of weight class 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
04/17/99 
Estimate of Potential Revenue To counties From 
Local Option Wheel Tax Of $5, $40, or any "Chosen Rates". 
C.20 
============================================================================================ 
County Gross Rev Net Wheel Tax Revenues from 
Wheel Tax 1998 from $5 Branch Chosen 
Vehicles Regis. Wheel Tax Fees(*) Rates $5-Tax $40-Tax Chosen 
(Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) 
============================================================================================ 
77- sullivan 
Buses(**) 44 220. 7. 20.00 213 . 1753. 873. 
Rec-Veh 257 1285. 39. 20.00 1246. 10241. 5101. 
Semi-Trail 531 2655. 80. 20.00 2575. 21160. 10540. 
Tractors 88 440. 13. 20.00 427. 3507. 1747. 
Lt. Trail. 1509 7545. 226. 20.00 7319. 60134. 29954. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 165 825. 25. 20.00 800. 6575. 3275. 
Trucks (++) 282 1410. 42. 20.00 1368. 11238. 5598. 
Hvy Trks(+) 222 1110. 33. 20.00 1077. 8847. 4407. 
Totals 3098 15490. 465. 15025. 123455. 61495. 
78- switzerland 
Buses(**) 12 60. 2. 20.00 58. 478. 238. 
Rec-Veh 90 450. 14. 20.00 436. 3586. 1786. 
Semi-Trail 69 345. 10. 20.00 335. 2750. 1370. 
Tractors 13 65. 2. 20.00 63. 518. 258. 
Lt. Trail. 642 3210. 96. 20.00 3114. 25584. 12744. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 149 745. 22. 20.00 723. 5938. 2958. 
Trucks (++) 204 1020. 31. 20.00 989. 8129. 4049. 
Hvy Trks(+) 30 150. 4. 20.00 146. 1196. 596 . 

























































































Semi -Trail I 
Tractors 
Lt. Trail. 










































































(*) Branch fees are $0.15 per collection & 
remain the same, irrespective of tax 
(**) Church bus registration excluded 
(@) Heavy trailers of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-26000 LB 
(+) Heavy trucks of weight class 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
04/17/99 
Estimate of Potential Revenue To counties From 






I Gross Rev 
1998 I from $5 








Net Wheel Tax Revenues from 














































































Buses(**) 149 745. 22. 20.00 723. 5938. 2958. 
Rec-Veh 1399 6995. 210. 20.00 6785. 55750. 27770. 
Semi-Trail 5280 26400. 792. 20.00 25608. 210408. 104808. 
Tractors 113 565. 17. 20.00 548. 4503. 2243. 
Lt. Trail. 8517 42585. 1278. 20.00 41307. 339402. 169062. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 377 1885. 57. 20.00 1828. 15023. 7483. 
Trucks (++) 1456 7280. 218. 20.00 7062. 58022. 28902. 
Hvy Trks(+) 404 2020. 61. 20.00 1959. 16099. 8019. 
Totals 17695 88475. 2654. 85821. 705146. 351246. 
============================================================================================ 
83- vermillion 
Buses (**) 23 115. 3. 20.00 112. 917. 457. 
Rec-Veh 265 1325. 40. 20.00 1285. 10560. 5260. 
Semi-Trail 430 2150. 64. 20.00 2086. 17136. 8536. 
Tractors 41 205. 6. 20.00 199. 1634. 814. 
Lt. Trail. 1245 6225. 187. 20.00 6038. 49613 . 24713. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 100 500. 15. 20.00 485. 3985. 1985. 
Trucks (++) 230 1150. 34. 20.00 1116. 9166. 4566. 
Hvy Trks(+) 141 705. 21. 20.00 684. 5619. 2799. 
Totals 2475 12375. 371. I 12004. 98629. 49129. 
============================================================================================ 
84- vigo I 
Buses (**) 32 160. 5. 20.00 I 155. 1275. 635. 
Rec-Veh 1134 5670. 170. 20.00 I 5500. 45190. 22510. 
Semi-Trail 1371 6855. 206. 20.00 I 6649. 54634. 27214. 
Tractors 129 645. 19. 20.00 I 626. 5141. 2561. 
Lt. Trail. 5283 26415. 792. 20.00 I 25623. 210528. 104868. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 336 1680. 50. 20.00 I 1630. 13390. 6670. 
Trucks (++) 922 4610. 138. 20.00 I 4472. 36742. 18302. 
Hvy Trks(+) 455 2275. 68. 20.00 I 2207. 18132. 9032. 
I 
Totals 9662 48310. 1449. I 46861. 385031. 191791. 
============================================================================================ 
(*) Branch fees are $0.15 per collection & 
remain the same, irrespective of tax 
(**) Church bus registration excluded 
(@) Heavy trailers of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-26000 LB 
(+) Heavy trucks of weight class 30000+ LB 
HERPICC 
04/17/99 
Estimate Of Potential Revenue To Counties From 


















Net Wheel Tax Revenues from 
$5-Tax $40-Tax Chosen 
============================================================================================ 
85- wabash 
Buses(**) 15 75. 2. 20.00 73. 598. 298. 
Rec-Veh 555 2775. 83. 20.00 2692. 22117. 11017. 
Semi-Trail 1824 9120. 274. 20.00 8846. 72686. 36206. 
Tractors 89 445. 13. 20.00 432. 3547. 1767. 
Lt. Trail. 3348 16740. 502. 20.00 16238. 133418. 66458. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 228 1140. 34. 20.00 1106. 9086. 4526. 
Trucks (++) 403 2015. 60. 20.00 1955. 16060. 8000. 
Hvy Trks(+) 354 1770. 53. 20.00 1717. 14107. 7027. 
Totals 6816 34080. 1022. 33058. 271618. 135298. 
============================================================================================ 
86- warren 
Buses(**) 17 85. 3. 20.00 82. 677. 337. 
Rec-Veh 130 650. 20. 20.00 630. 5180. 2580. 
Semi-Trail 173 865. 26. 20.00 839. 6894. 3434. 
Tractors 24 120. 4. 20.00 116. 956. 476. 
Lt. Trail. 900 4500. 135. 20.00 4365. 35865. 17865. 
Hvy Trlr(@) 113 565. 17. 20.00 548. 4503. 2243. 
Trucks (++) 260 1300. 39. 20.00 1261. 10361. 5161. 
Hvy Trks(+) 99 495. 15. 20.00 480. 3945. 1965. 




















































































































































(*) Branch fees are $0.15 per collection & 
remain the same, irrespective of tax 
(**) Church bus registration excluded 
(@) Heavy trailers of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-26000 LB 






Estimate Of Potential Revenue To Counties From 




I Net Wheel Tax Revenues from 
1998 
































































































































































































































































































































(*) Branch fees are $0.15 per collection & 
remain the same, irrespective of tax 
(**) Church bus registration excluded 
(@) Heavy trailers of weight class 12000+ LB 
(++) Trucks of weight class 16000-26000 LB 
(+) Heavy trucks of weight class 30000+ LB 
Appendix D 
Estimated Allocations of LOHUT Revenue 
HERPICC 
04/17/99 
Distribution of Local option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 
by LRSA Formula for Minimum, Maximum, and "Chosen Rates". 
D. 1 
County-City-Towns Population 1997 Road Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from 

















































































































































clifford 308 1. 64 3.61 4127.78 1774.07 4765.07 
columbus 31802 213.97 392.45 448296.06 192671. 92 517508.41 
edinburgh+john 466 2.13 5.32 6071.43 2609.42 7008.80 
elizabethtown 495 4.42 6.58 7516.95 3230.69 8677 . 49 
hartsville 391 3.99 5.41 6184.41 2657.98 7139.21 
hope 2171 11.15 25.29 28892.68 12417.70 33353.41 
jonesville 221 1. 35 2.67 3047.56 1309.80 3518.07 
C+T Streets 35854 238.65 441.33 504136.81 216671.56 581970.44 
County Roads 27803 684.64 558.67 638166.69 274275.88 736693.06 




Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each county 
























1997 Road Alloc from Alloc from 
Mileage each $1000 Chosen Rates 
3.17 8.78 1448.43 
6.98 23.96 3954.11 
7.68 17.86 2948.76 
20.64 72 .21 11919.54 
6.32 30.03 4956.26 
7.76 35.54 5865.59 
52.55 188.37 31092.67 
671.98 811.63 133968.89 
724.53 1000.00 165061.56 
Alloc from Alloc from 












dunkirk + jay 185 1. 01 4.71 993.82 464.85 1195.04 
hartford city 6960 44.35 190.38 40150.92 18780.10 48280.12 
montpelier 1880 13.43 54.41 11475.93 5367.73 13799.42 
shamrock lakes 207 2.99 9.11 1920.61 898.34 2309.46 
C+T Streets 9232 61. 78 258.61 54541.28 25511.02 65584.05 
County Roads 4835 326.30 741. 39 156358.16 73134.59 188015.39 















































































C+T Streets 873 
County Roads 13207 























Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 







































1997 Road Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from 
Mileage each $1000 Chosen Rates Min. Rates Max. Rates 
4.78 10.75 3992.36 1680.71 4994.87 
4.58 10.97 4073.19 1714.74 5095.99 
17.19 43.85 16285.97 6856.10 20375.50 
13.06 36.04 13384.49 5634.63 16745.44 
1. 35 2.72 1011.37 425.77 1265.34 
40.96 104.33 38747.38 16311. 95 48477.16 
770.93 895.67 332646.78 140038.30 416176.97 
811. 89 1000.00 371394.16 156350.25 464654.12 
7.52 14.53 8949.29 3931.42 10587.15 
85.06 157.07 96775.51 42513.38 114486.92 
1. 01 1.15 710.83 312.27 840.92 
4.78 8.38 5163.25 2268.21 6108.20 
6.15 10.51 6475.64 2844.74 7660.79 
104.52 191. 64 118074.56 51870.03 139684.00 
874.04 808.36 498048.25 218792.09 589198.81 
978.56 1000.00 616122.81 270662.12 728882.81 
=================================================================================================== 
10---clark 
charlestown 5889 26.96 54.42 78108.92 33893.05 92679.11 
clarksville 19833 65.99 170.25 244344.81 106026.20 289924.12 
jeffersonville 21841 107.65 205.87 295467.53 128209.38 350583.12 
new providence 270 3.71 3.80 5447.20 2363.65 6463.30 
sellersburg 5745 23.77 51. 76 74290.06 32235.97 88147.90 
utica 411 4.84 5.35 7682.81 3333.73 9115.93 
C+T Streets 53989 232.92 491.45 705341. 44 306062.03 836913.62 
County Roads 33788 528.18 508.55 729871.06 316705.91 866018.88 





Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 




1997 Road Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from 
Mileage each $1000 Chosen Rates Min. Rates Max. Rates 
=================================================================================================== 
11---clay 
brazil 7640 49.95 115.24 45307.33 21240.00 54337.83 
carbon 350 3.81 6.91 2715.10 1272.83 3256.26 
center point 278 4.23 6.77 2662.45 1248.15 3193.12 
clay city 929 7.64 15.69 6167.44 2891.29 7396.71 
harmony 645 4.73 10.28 4040.63 1894.24 4845.99 
knightsville 740 7.14 13.62 5355.78 2510.78 6423.28 
staunton 592 6.01 11.22 4409.86 2067.34 5288.82 
C+T Streets 11174 83.51 179.73 70658.59 33124.62 84742.00 
County Roads 13531 664.89 820.27 322484.97 151180.42 386761. 56 
County Total 24705 748.40 1000.00 393143.56 184305.05 471503.56 
=================================================================================================== 
12---clinton 
colfax 727 7.68 11. 60 5976.58 2591.46 7119.42 
frankfort 14754 58.27 145.71 75057.79 32545.18 89410.28 
kirklin 707 4.75 8.78 4524.18 1961. 69 5389.29 
michigantown 472 3.09 5.79 2981. 95 1292.98 3552.15 
mulberry 1262 7.33 14.62 7531. 47 3265.66 8971.63 
rossville 1175 4.06 11. 07 5702.51 2472.62 6792.94 
C+T Streets 19097 85.18 197.58 101774.50 44129.59 121235.75 
County Roads 12935 784.68 802.42 413340.94 179225.33 492379.69 
County Total 32032 869.86 1000.00 515115.44 223354.92 613615.44 
=================================================================================================== 
13---crawford 
alton 57 2.41 5.15 785.49 412.76 969.43 
carefree 26 2.61 4.86 740.69 389.22 914.14 
english 614 4.87 20.47 3122.71 1640.93 3853.96 
leavenworth 320 5.27 15.20 2318.99 1218.58 2862.03 
marengo 856 7.47 29.67 4525.76 2378.20 5585.56 
milltown+ har 481 4.42 17.04 2599.41 1365.94 3208.12 
C+T Streets 2354 27.05 92.39 14093.05 7405.62 17393.25 
County Roads 7557 455.04 907.61 13 8444.61 72749.97 170864.41 




Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 




1997 Road Alloc from 
Mileage each $1000 
A110c from 
Chosen Rates 
Al10c from A110c from 














































































































































































greensburg 9286 44.88 127.76 50946.26 22597.39 60845.23 
milford 126 2.41 3.71 1478.85 655.95 1766.20 
millhousen 151 3.96 5.62 2240.98 993.99 2676.40 
new point 296 3.37 6.20 2472.04 1096.48 2952.37 
st. paul +she 614 4.25 9.85 3929.44 1742.92 4692.94 
westport 1478 9.90 23.36 9314.31 4131.39 11124.10 
C+T Streets 11951 68.77 176.50 70381.88 31218.14 84057.25 
County Roads 11694 660.74 823.50 328377.97 145653.22 392182.56 




Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 
by LRSA Formula for Minimum, Maximum, and "Chosen Rates". 
D. 6 
County-City-Towns I Population 1997 Road Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from 























































































































































































































































Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 
by LRSA Formula for Minimum, Maximum, and "Chosen Rates". 
D. 7 
County-City-Towns I Population 1997 Road I Alloc from I Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from 
I 1990 Mileage I each $1000 I Chosen Rates Min. Rates Max. Rates 
=================================================================================================== 
20---elkhart I 
bristol 1133 9.35 6.86 17803.18 7767.61 20987.74 
elkhart 43627 207.34 223.21 579224.62 252718.42 682833.75 
goshen 23797 100.56 118.39 307218.81 134041.02 362172.78 
middlebury 2004 14.50 11.59 30070.74 13120.00 35449.66 
millersburg 854 6.24 4.95 12856.94 5609.55 15156.74 
nappanee 5510 23.48 27.46 71270.55 31095.68 84019.12 
wakarusa 1667 8.08 8.57 22241.97 9704.28 26220.52 
C+T Streets 78592 369.55 401. 04 1040686.62 454056.50 1226840.12 
County Roads 77606 1121.42 598.96 1554301.12 678148.88 1832327.62 
County Total 156198 1490.97 1000.00 2594987.75 1132205.38 3059167.75 
=================================================================================================== 
21---fayette 
connersville 15550 63.97 234.41 91044.39 40332.18 103941.45 
glenwood+rush 57 0.32 1. 01 393.37 174.26 449.09 
C+T Streets 15607 64.29 235.42 91437.78 40506.44 104390.56 
County Roads 10408 381. 26 764.58 296965.75 131554.25 339032.97 








































































































































Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 
by LRSA Formula for Minimum, Maximum, and "Chosen Rates". 
D. 8 
County-City-Towns Population 1997 Road Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from 























































































































































































































































Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 




1997 Road Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from 
Mileage each $1000 Chosen Rates Min. Rates Max. Rates 
=================================================================================================== 
27---grant 
converse+mia 149 1. 02 1. 58 1810.30 781.40 2107.30 
fairmount 3130 23.52 33.91 38905.21 16793.18 45288.08 
fowlerton 306 3.30 3.68 4222.65 1822.68 4915.43 
gas city 6296 26.64 60.67 69599.19 30042.04 81017.78 
jonesboro 2073 12.50 21.34 24477.88 10565.72 28493.77 
marion 32618 170.99 326.34 374388.84 161602.55 435811.88 
matthews 571 6.30 6.92 7939.08 3426.85 9241.58 
swayzee 1059 6.43 10.92 12523.18 5405.55 14577.77 
sweetzer 924 6.73 9.93 11395.77 4918.91 13265.39 
upland 3295 18.37 33.37 38279.46 16523.08 44559.67 
van buren 934 5.72 9.65 11065.51 4776.36 12880.94 
C+T Streets 51355 281. 52 518.29 594607.12 256658.34 692159.62 
County Roads 22804 813.99 481.71 552641.50 238544.19 643309.12 
County Total 74159 1095.51 1000.00 1147248.62 495202.53 1335468.75 
28---greene 
bloomfield 2592 15.54 29.93 14575.99 6864.67 17442.19 
jasonville 2200 23.82 34.22 16663.59 7847.84 19940.29 
linton 5814 37.79 69.57 33878.93 15955.53 40540.84 
lyons 753 6.21 10.10 4919.02 2316.65 5886.29 
newberry 207 4.48 5.08 2471.80 1164.11 2957.85 
switz city 257 2.90 4.09 1994.01 939.09 2386.11 
worthington 1473 13.31 20.72 10091.69 4752.75 12076.11 
C+T Streets 13296 104.05 173.71 84595.03 39840.62 101229.69 
County Roads 17114 860.86 826.29 402389.28 189508.09 481514.56 
County Total 30410 964.91 1000.00 486984.31 229348.72 582744.25 
=================================================================================================== 
29---hamilton 
arcadia 1468 9.46 10.77 35084.77 11738.52 38078.88 
atlanta 703 4.87 5.26 17115.94 5726.59 18576.61 
carmel 25380 183.79 192.02 625304.25 209211.83 678667.25 
cicero 3268 15.49 22.40 72949.79 24407.25 79175.27 
fishersstation 7508 135.72 79.92 260268.48 87079.61 282479.59 
noblesville 12655 101. 86 98.65 321246.81 107481.50 348661. 78 
sheridan 2046 11.66 14.58 47487.70 15888.25 51540.26 
westfield 3304 13.12 21. 93 71402.08 23889.43 77495.48 
C+T Streets 56332 475.97 445.54 1450859.75 485422.94 1574675.00 
County Roads 52604 931.47 554.46 1805554.00 604095.19 1959638.75 




Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 




1997 Road Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from 
Mileage each $1000 Chosen Rates Min. Rates Max. Rates 
=================================================================================================== 
30---hancock 
curnberland+mar 2278 7.32 17.19 18198.45 7029.94 21434.68 
fortville 2690 10.70 22.39 23710.12 9159.06 27926.49 
greenfield 11657 68.18 119.28 126300.57 48789.07 148760.58 
mccordsville 684 11. 48 14.63 15487.61 5982.76 18241.77 
new palestine 671 5.08 8.04 8517.80 3290.37 10032.52 
shirley +henr 640 4.97 7.80 8258.93 3190.37 9727.62 
spring lake 216 2.25 3.22 3405.74 1315.62 4011.38 
wilkinson 446 2.64 4.60 4866.22 1879.79 5731.58 
C+T Streets 19282 112.62 197.14 208745.44 80636.97 245866.56 
County Roads 27583 671. 84 802.86 850132.19 328400.47 1001311. 06 
County Total 46865 784.46 1000.00 1058877.62 409037.44 1247177.62 
=================================================================================================== 
31---harrison 
corydon 2661 17.18 34.07 19659.81 9187.84 23536.42 
crandall 147 1. 72 2.61 1507.28 704.41 1804.49 
elizabeth 153 2.62 3.50 2022.18 945.05 2420.92 
laconia 75 0.24 0.73 420.68 196.60 503.63 
lanesville 512 4.54 7.72 4457.18 2083.02 5336.07 
mauckport 95 1. 78 2.32 1339.31 625.91 1603.40 
milltown+craw 436 4.01 6.71 3874.19 1810.57 4638.12 
new amsterdam 31 1. 08 1. 23 709.77 331. 70 849.72 
new middletown 82 1. 31 1. 79 1032.32 482.45 1235.88 
palmyra 621 4.74 8.64 4987.26 2330.75 5970.67 
C+T Streets 4813 39.22 69.34 40009.94 18698.30 47899.31 
County Roads 25080 805.65 930.66 537013.25 250968.33 642903.88 
County Total 29893 844.87 1000.00 577023.19 269666.62 690803.19 
======================-=======================-============-======================================= 
32---hendricks 
amo 380 3.01 4.29 7417.12 2886.48 8504.71 
avon 4007 17.90 39.38 68023.59 26472.38 77998.02 
brownsburg 7628 43.12 78.82 13 6152.33 52985.68 156116.62 
clayton 610 3.96 6.52 11264.63 4383.80 12916.39 
coatesville 469 3.81 5.34 9224.25 3589.75 10576.82 
danville 4345 23.22 44.33 76566.33 29796.91 87793.41 
lizton 410 2.06 4.13 7128.41 2774.13 8173.67 
north salem 499 3.77 5.56 9605.43 3738.09 11013.89 
pittsboro 815 2.79 7.65 13209.31 5140.60 15146.22 
plainfield 10433 53.31 105.39 182047.61 70846.50 208741. 62 
stilesville 298 2.90 3.60 6213.76 2418.18 7124.89 
C+T Streets 29894 159.85 305.01 526852.88 205032.53 604106.38 
County Roads 45823 778.72 694.99 1200463.75 467178.09 1376490.25 
County Total 75717 938.57 1000.00 1727316.62 672210.62 1980596.62 
HERPICC 
04/17/99 
Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 




1997 Road Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from 

















































































































































































































andrews 1118 8.55 14.93 8628.68 3774.75 10276.09 
huntington 16389 79.09 172.37 99615.34 43578.32 118634.10 
markle + well 655 2.88 6.61 3817.98 1670.23 4546.91 
mt. etna 111 1. 45 2.09 1206.01 527.59 1436.27 
roanoke 1018 7.01 12.82 7406.38 3240.04 8820.42 
warren 1185 8.81 15.57 8999.12 3936.81 10717.25 
C+T Streets 20476 107.79 224.37 129673.47 56727.73 154431.00 
County Roads 14830 687.83 775.63 448258.53 196097.86 533841. 00 




/ Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 
, by LRSA Formula for Minimum, Maximum, and "Chosen Rates" . 
D.12 
County-City-Towns Population 1997 Road Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from 
1990 Mileage each $1000 Chosen Rates Min. Rates Max. Rates 
~=~===~============================================================================================ 
36---jackson 
brownstown 2872 16.01 30.31 19501.47 8809.77 23575.94 
crothersville 1687 8.99 17.41 11203.99 5061. 39 13544.85 
medora 805 5.04 9.02 5801.06 2620.62 7013.08 
seymour 15576 72.32 150.70 96969.03 43805.68 117228.88 
C+T Streets 20940 102.36 207.43 133475.53 60297.45 161362.69 
County Roads 16790 746.81 792.57 509990.41 230387.73 616543.25 
















































































































813 . 62 241994.72 













































































Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 







































1997 Road Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from 








































































































































































































Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 
by LRSA Formula for Minimum, Maximum, and "chosen Rates". 
D.14 
County-City-Towns Population 1997 Road Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from 































































































































































































Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 
by LRSA Formula for Minimum, Maximum, and "chosen Rates". 
D.15 
County-city-Towns I Population 1997 Road I Alloc from I Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from 

























































































































































































kingsbury 258 2.44 2.14 3593.39 1554.77 4118.01 
kingsford hgts 1486 17.05 13.21 22134.12 9576.85 25365.61 
la crosse 677 5.49 5.37 8991.38 3890.34 10304.09 
laporte 21507 110.17 152.10 254825.59 110256.38 292029.06 
long beach 2044 18.31 16.70 27978.87 12105.72 32063.66 
michiana shore 378 9.10 4.72 7915.06 3424.64 9070.62 
michigan city 33822 160.30 235.48 394526.03 170701.11 452125.19 
pottawatt pk 281 2.76 2.37 3962.89 1714.64 4541. 45 
trail creek 2463 13.27 17.61 29496 .19 12762.23 33802.51 
wanatah 852 9.38 7.46 12500.84 5408.79 14325.91 
westville 5255 7.43 31. 58 52915.30 22895.07 60640.72 
C+T Streets 69023 355.70 488.75 818839.69 354290.53 938386.88 
County Roads 38016 1041.37 511.25 856550.81 370607.16 981603.62 




Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 
by LRSA Formula for Minimum, Maximum, and "Chosen Rates". 
D.16 
County-City-Towns Population 1997 Road A110c from Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from 
1990 Mileage each $1000 Chosen Rates Min. Rates Max. Rates 
47---lawrence 
bedford 13817 89.19 153.83 108538.29 48977.48 127096.55 
mitchell 4669 30.46 52.30 36903.89 16652.74 43213.84 
oolitic 1424 9.25 15.91 11227.06 5066.17 13146.71 
C+T Streets 19910 128.90 222.05 156669.25 70696.39 183457.12 
County Roads 22926 669.93 777.95 548895.56 247687.02 642747.69 
County Total 42836 798.83 1000.00 705564.81 318383.41 826204.81 
~================================================================================================== 
48---madison 
alexandria 5709 29.77 34.72 73370.88 30266.45 84335.58 
anderson 59459 299.09 358.52 757532.44 312492.06 870739.69 
chesterfld+del 2667 12.62 15.85 33498.18 13818.44 38504.21 
cntry club hts 112 0.68 0.71 1497.37 617.68 1721.14 
edgewood 2057 13.84 13 .40 28316.85 11681. 07 32548.58 
elwood 9494 55.29 59.40 125507.90 51773.66 144264.06 
frankton 1736 13.45 11.82 24966.93 10299.19 28698.04 
ingalls 889 9.31 6.74 14248.62 5877.74 16377.97 
lapel 1742 10.74 11.07 23388.22 9647.95 26883.41 
markleville 412 2.35 2.56 5416.71 2234.46 6226.19 
orestes 458 3.56 3.12 6593.88 2720.06 7579.28 
pendleton 2309 26.80 18.26 38589.98 15918.88 44356.95 
river forest 16 0.16 0.12 251. 88 103.90 289.52 
summitville 1010 8.33 7.02 14830.62 6117.83 17046.94 
woodlawn hts 109 0.00 0.50 1057.52 436.24 1215.56 
C+T Streets 88179 485.99 543.83 1149068.00 474005.59 1320787.12 
County Roads 42490 913.23 456.17 963857.31 397603.78 1107898.12 




Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 






































1997 Road Alloc from Alloc from Al10c from Alloc from 
Mileage each $1000 Chosen Rates Min. Rates Max. Rates 
56.55 17.02 209563.91 86105.56 231902.84 
7.93 2.24 27544.04 11317.29 30480.15 
6.58 2.52 31079.54 12769.95 34392.53 
3.67 1. 02 12575.04 5166.83 13915.51 
1297.31 710.08 8743435.00 3592500.25 9675461. 00 
137.15 36.99 455430.00 187126.95 503977.56 
12.15 2.79 34382.57 14127.10 38047.66 
5.74 1. 27 15637.06 6424.95 17303.92 
8.86 2.57 31648.18 13003.60 35021. 79 
48.75 15.84 195081.92 80155.20 215877.11 
2.78 0.66 8141. 73 3345.27 9009.62 
3.58 1. 77 21761.37 8941.30 24081. 07 
1. 59 0.40 4897.07 2012.11 5419.09 
1592.64 795.17 9791177.00 4022996.25 10834889.00 
1667.85 204.83 2522083.00 1036272.81 2790930.00 
3260.49 1000.00 12313260.00 5059269.00 13625819.00 
=================================================================================================== 
50---marshal1 
argos 1642 9.32 14.92 10467.38 4608.25 12696.54 
bourbon 1672 13.37 18.16 12742.10 5609.69 15455.69 
bremen 4725 26.00 42.30 29680.93 13066.99 36001.85 
culver 1404 13.05 16.65 11678.71 5141.54 14165.83 
lapaz 562 3.33 5.21 3657.85 1610.36 4436.84 
plymouth 8303 53.61 80.40 56410.77 24834.77 68424.15 
C+T Streets 18308 118.68 177.64 124637.75 54871.59 151180.94 
County Roads 23874 926.54 822.36 576988.62 254018.44 699865.44 
County Total 42182 1045.22 1000.00 701626.38 308890.03 851046.38 
================================================~================================================== 
51---martin 
crane 216 1. 98 8.14 1301.38 618.30 1591. 83 
loogootee 2884 19.88 95.53 15272.03 7255.85 18680.47 
shoals 853 9.16 34.84 5569.49 2646.10 6812.50 
C+T Streets 3953 31. 02 138.51 22142.91 10520.25 27084.80 
County Roads 6416 367.57 861.49 137726.80 65434.93 168464.89 




Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 
by LRSA Formula for Minimum, Maximum, and "Chosen Rates". 
D.18 
County-City-Towns Population 1997 Road Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from 
1990 Mileage each $1000 Chosen Rates Min. Rates Max. Rates 
=================================================================================================== 
52---miami 
amboy 370 3.24 5.03 2836.42 1239.78 3405.68 
bunker hill 1010 5.66 10.75 6067.24 2651.96 7284.91 
converse +gra 995 6.83 11.76 6636.95 2900.97 7968.96 
denver 504 3.52 6.01 3393.60 1483.32 4074.68 
macy 218 2.04 3.08 1740.12 760.60 2089.36 
peru 12843 58.01 123.67 69804.20 30511.05 83813.68 
C+T Streets 15940 79.30 160.30 90478.53 39547.70 108637.25 
County Roads 20967 778.92 839.70 473954.91 207163.25 569076.19 
County Total 36907 858.22 1000.00 564433.44 246710.95 677713 .44 
=================================================================================================== 
53---monroe 
bloomington 60633 196.26 421. 03 583397.00 262290.91 660192.44 
ellettsville 3275 19.93 26.89 37254.99 16749.56 42159.05 
stinesville 204 1. 98 2.00 2775.32 1247.76 3140.65 
C+T Streets 64112 218.17 449.92 623427.25 280288.22 705492.06 
County Roads 44866 682.10 550.08 762223.25 342689.84 862558.44 
County Total 108978 900.27 1000.00 1385650.50 622978.06 1568050.50 
=================================================================================================== 
54---montgomery 
alamo 112 1. 74 2.13 1190.60 525.35 1410.36 
crawfordsville 13584 57.02 127.47 71158.91 31398.71 84293.25 
darlington 740 5.00 8.56 4777.05 2107.86 5658.79 
ladoga 1124 7.01 12.50 6977.94 3079.00 8265.92 
linden 718 4.46 7.97 4448.92 1963.08 5270.09 
new market 614 3.38 6.45 3598.12 1587.66 4262.26 
new richmond 312 2.62 4.04 2257.54 996.14 2674.24 
new ross 331 2.68 4.21 2347.68 1035.91 2781.01 
waveland 474 2.68 5.04 2811.32 1240.49 3330.22 
waynetown 911 5.75 10.19 5688.14 2509.88 6738.05 
wingate 275 1.94 3.25 1814.20 800.51 2149.06 
C+T Streets 19195 94.28 191.80 107070.44 47244.59 126833.25 
County Roads 15241 844.82 808.20 451177.25 199080.98 534454.44 




Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 




1997 Road Al10c from Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from 
Mileage each $1000 Chosen Rates Min. Rates Max. Rates 
=================================================================================================== 
55---morgan 
bethany 90 0.80 1. 37 1471.28 636.01 1737.96 
brooklyn 1162 7.67 16.31 17562.38 7591.89 20745.61 
lake hart 213 1. 86 3.22 3464.06 1497.45 4091.94 
martinsville 11677 53.68 152.16 163871. 39 70838.55 193573.59 
mooresville 5541 37.30 78.13 84137.43 36371.04 99387.59 
morgantown 978 5.61 13.30 14325.59 6192.68 16922.14 
paragon 515 3.52 7.29 7848.71 3392.85 9271.32 
monrovia 674 2.04 8.25 8888.07 3842.15 10499.06 
C+T Streets 20850 112.48 280.02 301568.75 130362.56 356229.06 
County Roads 35070 686.53 719.98 775377.88 335181. 34 915917.44 











































































































































rising sun 2311 10.40 143.88 12714.06 5946 .. 67 14975.87 
C+T Streets 2311 10.40 143.88 12714.05 5946.67 14975.87 
county Roads 3004 135.77 856.12 75650.76 35383.67 89108.93 




Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 




1997 Road Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from 




























































































































































































cannelton 1786 12.56 36.91 10296.71 4986.28 12225.40 
tell city 8088 45.68 150.89 42099.09 20386.87 49984.69 
troy 465 2.84 8.99 2506.85 1213.96 2976.41 
C+T Streets 10339 61. 08 196.78 54902.64 26587.11 65186.50 
County Roads 8768 490.68 803.22 224099.23 108522.09 266075.38 




Distribution of Loeal Option Highway User Taxes Within Eaeh County 
by LRSA Formula for Minimum, Maximum, and "Chosen Rates". 
D.21 
County-City-Towns Population 1997 Road Alloe from Alloe from Alloe from Alloe from 
1990 Mileage eaeh $1000 Chosen Rates Min. Rates Max. Rates 
63---pike 
petersburg 2449 18.38 65.35 13423.60 6335.27 16399.76 
spurgeon 149 2.06 5.32 1092.41 515.56 1334.61 
winslow 875 9.28 27.22 5590.36 2638.37 6829.81 
C+T Streets 3473 29.72 97.89 20106.38 9489.20 24564.17 
County Roads 9036 531.57 902.11 185296.28 87450.61 226378.48 
County Total 12509 561.29 1000.00 205402.66 96939.81 250942.66 
=================================================================================================== 
64---porter 
beverly shores 622 40.54 16.69 38333.98 15302.08 43240.93 
burns harbor 788 10.84 7.36 16893.99 6743.71 19056.51 
chesterton 9124 53.71 60.74 139487.72 55680.42 157342.89 
dune acres 263 6.65 3.49 8008.40 3196.78 9033.52 
hebron 3183 13.28 19.33 44396.21 17721.99 50079.16 
kouts 1603 8.68 10.41 23915.50 9546.54 26976.81 
ogden dunes 1499 10.72 10.62 24398.56 9739.37 27521. 71 
town of pines 789 9.67 6.96 15990.18 6382.93 18037.01 
portage 29060 112.57 173.55 398547.31 159091. 30 449563.47 
porter 3118 32.93 25.72 59060.33 23575.58 66620.36 
valparaiso 24414 107.41 150.17 344862.94 137661. 66 389007.19 
C+T Streets 74463 407.00 485.05 1113895.12 444642.34 1256479.62 
County Roads 54469 768.24 514.95 1182572.88 472056.97 1333948.38 
County Total 128932 1175.24 1000.00 2296468.00 916699.31 2590428.00 
==============================================-==================================================== 
65---posey 
cynthiana 669 5.64 11. 04 5177.84 2181. 51 6351.65 
griffin 171 1.52 2.90 1361.85 573.77 1670.58 
mt. vernon 7217 41.19 98.55 46238.36 19480.94 56720.47 
new harmony 846 6.87 13.68 6419.44 2704.61 7874.71 
poseyville 1089 8.91 17.68 8295.97 3495.22 10176.64 
C+T Streets 9992 64.13 143.86 67493.44 28436.05 82794.03 
County Roads 15976 702.74 856.14 401677.75 169233.12 492737.09 




Distribution of Local option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 




1997 Road Alloc from Alloc from 
Mileage each $1000 Chosen Rates 
Alloc from Alloc from 
Min. Rates Max. Rates 
=================================================================================================== 
66---pulaski 
francesville 969 7.27 21. 72 5173.87 2235.15 6482.62 
medaryville 689 6.71 16.80 4001. 44 1728.65 5013.63 
monterey 230 2.88 6.17 1469.77 634.95 1841.56 
winamac 2262 15.72 49.60 11815.79 5104.50 14804.66 
C+T Streets 4150 32.58 94.28 22460.88 9703.26 28142.47 
County Roads 8493 877.61 905.72 215762.88 93211.08 270341. 28 










































































































































































Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 
by LRSA Formula for Minimum, Maximum, and "Chosen Rates". 
D.23 
County-City-Towns Population 1997 Road Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from A1loc from 
1990 Mileage each $1000 Chosen Rates Min. Rates Max. Rates 
~================================================================================================== 
69---rip1ey 
batesvi1le+fr 3734 21. 50 52.21 22385.17 10328.37 26614.42 
holton 451 4.48 8.22 3525.69 1626.73 4191. 80 
milan 1529 8.10 20.66 8859.08 4087.52 10532.84 
napoleon 238 1. 69 3.65 1566.31 722.68 1862.23 
osgood 1688 11. 29 25.20 10805.04 4985.38 12846.45 
sunman 623 3.53 8.65 3709.90 1711. 73 4410.82 
versailles 1791 8.71 23.41 10037.56 4631.27 11933.96 
C+T Streets 10054 59.30 142.02 60888.72 28093.67 72392.50 
County Roads 14573 726.50 857.98 367839.41 169718.77 437335.62 




















































































































































austin 4310 21. 91 88.32 27550.74 13922.27 32076.09 
scottsburg 5334 29.48 114.40 35687.16 18033.88 41548.98 
C+T Streets 9644 51.39 202.72 63237.91 31956.16 73625.09 
County Roads 11347 319.56 797.28 248715.34 125683.88 289568.16 




Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 
by LRSA Formula for Minimum, Maximum, and "Chosen Rates". 
D.24 
County-City-Towns I population 1997 Road I Alloc from I Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from 


















































chrisney 511 3.55 8.86 3017.03 1337.15 3685.95 
dale 1553 8.32 24.41 8313.09 3684.36 10156.22 
gentryville 277 3.24 6.14 2091.64 927.01 2555.38 
grandview 761 8.41 16.37 5576.01 2471.28 6812.29 
rockport 2315 12.48 36.46 12418.95 5504.08 15172.41 
santa claus 927 13.30 23.05 7851.78 3479.91 9592.63 
C+T Streets 6344 49.30 115.29 39268.47 17403.77 47974.84 
County Roads 13146 736.58 884.71 301350.06 133558.27 368163.69 

















































































































































Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 


























1997 Road Alloc from 
Mileage each $1000 
6.88 12.20 
9.08 17.44 
11.29 21. 64 
10.11 16.57 
4.93 6.83 





Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from 
Chosen Rates Min. Rates Max. Rates 
3764.05 1718.77 4520.15 
5380.12 2456.72 6460.85 
6673.96 3047.52 8014.58 
5109.62 2333.20 6136.01 
2105.22 961.30 2528.11 
7127.19 3254.48 8558.86 
23892.13 10909.82 28691.43 
54052.30 24681.80 64909.97 
254400.42 116166.43 305502.75 
308452.72 140848.23 370412.72 
=================================================================================================== 
78---switzerland 
patriot 190 2.47 10.18 1240.39 597.13 1486.57 
vevay 1393 8.84 54.87 6684.50 3217.92 8011.17 
C+T Streets 1583 11.31 65.05 7924.89 3815.04 9497.73 
County Roads 6155 363.62 934.95 113907.62 54835.11 136514.78 
County Total 7738 374.93 1000.00 121832.52 58650.16 146012.52 
=================================================================================================== 
79---tippecanoe 
battle ground 806 4.24 4.61 8545.13 3574.02 9515.24 
clarks hill 716 4.27 4.27 7914.67 3310.33 8813.21 
dayton 996 5.19 5.68 10527.66 4403.22 11722.84 
lafayette 43764 196.61 238.88 442368.81 185021.81 492590.09 
otterbein+ben 203 1.18 1. 20 2224.27 930.31 2476.79 
shadeland 1674 35.19 18.74 34712.13 14518.43 38652.93 
west lafayette 25907 59.14 121. 53 225059.88 94131.82 250610.47 
C+T Streets 74066 305.82 394.93 731352.50 305889.91 814381.50 
County Roads 79842 846.22 605.07 1120523.88 468661.78 1247734.75 
County Total 153908 1152.04 1000.00 1851876.38 774551.69 2062116.25 
=================================================================================================== 
80---tipton 
kempton 362 3.87 9.61 3144.25 1239.03 3739.75 
sharpsville 769 4.39 15.35 5021.36 1978.73 5972.38 
tipton 4751 22.80 89.11 29152.22 11487.78 34673.53 
windfall city 779 6.60 18.40 6018.38 2371.62 7158.24 
C+T Streets 6661 37.66 132.47 43336.19 17077.15 51543.88 
County Roads 9458 567.08 867.53 283809.69 111838.58 337562.00 




Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 
by LRSA Formula for Minimum, l1aximum, and "Chosen Rates". 
D.26 
County-City-Towns I Population 1997 Road I Alloc from I Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from 








































































































































































riley 232 1. 79 1. 91 2709.02 1215.41 3078.23 
seelyville 1090 6.51 8.34 11826.62 5306.03 13438.47 
terre haute 57483 307.92 428.05 606909.06 272290.78 689625.12 
w terre haute 2495 10.51 17.62 24988.29 11211.04 28393.96 
C+T Streets 61300 326.73 455.92 646432.94 290023.22 734535.75 
County Roads 44807 869.06 544.08 771417.44 346097.78 876554.50 




Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 
by LRSA Formula for Minimum, Maximum, and "Chosen Rates". 
D.27 
County-City-Towns Population 1997 Road Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from 
1990 Mileage each $1000 Chosen Rates Min. Rates Max. Rates 
=================================================================================================== 
85---wabash 
la fontaine 909 7.04 11. 88 6825.59 2971. 86 8445.55 
lagro 496 4.72 7.32 4204.64 1830.70 5202.55 
n manchester 6383 32.61 67.43 38733.00 16864.33 47925.73 
roann 447 4.26 6.60 3792.70 1651.34 4692.85 
wabash 12127 65.39 131.39 75465.75 32857.76 93376.48 
C+T Streets 20362 114.02 224.63 129021. 69 56176.00 159643.12 
County Roads 14707 726.65 775.37 445354.38 193907.12 551052.94 
County Total 35069 840.67 1000.00 574376.06 250083.12 710696.06 
=================================================================================================== 
86---warren 
pine village 134 1. 41 5.22 787.88 343.19 967.09 
state line cty 182 3.14 8.78 1324.90 577.11 1626.25 
west lebanon 760 6.80 27.96 4219.61 1838.00 5179.37 
williamsport 1798 12.19 60.79 9172.05 3995.19 11258.24 
C+T Streets 2874 23.54 102.75 15504.45 6753.48 19030.95 
County Roads 5302 556.79 897.25 135384.80 58971.42 166178.30 
County Total 8176 580.33 1000.00 150889.25 65724.91 185209.25 
=================================================================================================== 
87---warrick 
boonville 6724 32.77 64.89 54793.59 23160.09 62635.12 
chandl~r 3099 17.24 32.19 27178.12 11487.61 31067.59 
elberfeld 635 6.30 9.55 8061.46 3407.41 9215.14 
lynnville 640 5.69 8.92 7530.85 3183.13 8608.60 
newburgh 2880 14.48 28.27 23868.96 10088.90 27284.85 
tennyson 267 2.31 3.65 3084.32 1303.68 3525.72 
C+T Streets 14245 78.79 147.47 124517.25 52630.78 142336.94 
County Roads 30675 671. 22 852.53 719865.81 304271.97 822886.12 




Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 




1997 Road Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from 
Mileage each $1000 Chosen Rates Min. Rates Max. Rates 
=================================================================================================== 
88---washington 
campbellsburg 606 5.66 10.59 4086.99 2020.07 4868.42 
fredricksburg 155 1. 43 2.69 1038.74 513.42 1237.35 
hardinsburg 322 4.30 6.88 2654.63 1312.10 3162.20 
little york 155 2.49 3.72 1434.84 709.20 1709.18 
livonia 136 1. 80 2.89 1115.18 551. 20 1328.40 
new pekin 1095 7.58 16.57 6395.69 3161.18 7618.54 
salem 5619 33.11 79.45 30657.11 15152.80 36518.70 
saltillo 117 2.75 3.65 1408.35 696.10 1677.62 
C+T Streets 8205 59.12 126.44 48791.50 24116.03 58120.34 
County Roads 15512 767.00 873.56 337090.34 166612.64 401541. 47 
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Distribution of Local Option Highway User Taxes Within Each County 
by LRSA Formula for Minimum, Maximum, and "Chosen Rates". 
D.29 
County-City-Towns Population 1997 Road Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from Alloc from 























































































































































LOHUTs in Effect in Indiana 
SURTAX 
Surtax is a tax enacted by the county council. Upon the passage of the ordinance, the county council may impose a surtax at a 
rate not less than two percent (2%) nor mar than ten percent (10%) of the excise tax or a flat rate not to exceed twenty-five 
dollars ($25.00). The surtax on a vehicle may not be less than seven dollars and fifty cents ($7.50). If surtax is adopted by a 
county, all vehicles that are required to pay the excise tax will pay the surtax. These vehicles consist of the following types: 
passenger vehicles, motorcycles, and trucks with a declared gross weight that does not exceed eleven thousand (11,000) pounds. 
If the county adopts surtax, it must also impose a wheel tax. Wheel tax is assessed on all vehicles that do not pay excise tax. 
The surtax revenues are used by the county to construct, repair, or maintain streets and roads that lie within county boundaries. 
The Bureau of Motor Vehicles Commission retains fifteen cents ($.15) for each surtax amount collected. 
The surtax rate is based on the excise tax schedule of the vehicle being registered. If a vehicle is exempt from paying the excise 
tax, it would also be exempt from paying the surtax. 
The following lists the counties that have adopted an ordinance to collect the surtax. 
COUNTY PERCENT MINIMUM 
Allen 5% $7.50 
Brown 10% 7.50 
Daviess 5% 7.50 
Dubois 10% 7.50 
Fountain 10% 7.50 
Gibson 10% 7.50 
Howard 10% 7.50 
Jay 10% 7.50 
Marion 10% 7.50 
Monroe 10% NONE 
Montgomery effective 111198 Flat Rate of$16.00 Effective 111198 flat Rate of $16.00 
Noble 6% 7.50 
Owen effective 111198 Flat Rate of $12.50 Effective 1/1/98 Flat Rate of 12.50 
Parke 10% 7.50 
Perry 10% 7.50 
Posey 10% 7.50 
Putnam 10% 7.50 
Rush 10% 7.50 
Sullivan 10% 7.50 
Union 2% 10.00 
Vanderburgh 2% 7.50 
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